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PREFACE 
The 11T'iter atrongly recommends that "Charting Group 
Progrea~" (•ee bibliography) be read in oonjunotion with thia 
theaia. 
The writer wishes to acknowledge the cooperation of Hecht 
House in mtt.king a•1lable a.genoy recorda for parte of this 
study. 
Sino ere thanka are extend~d to the ten leaders, and the 
campers• parents, who gave the time to answer questiona, 
attend a meeting and furnish other information when requested. 
ORAPTEn I .. THE STUDY 
A. Introduction; 
!n every group worker's life there probably oomes a time 
uhen he wonders whether the multitude of motions through 
which he goes in the course o£ hi~ job are much ado about 
nothing or really ignificant contribut.iona to the d velop-
ment of the community.l 
E\'llluation in gr oup work ia the measurement of the quality 
of a group ' s experienc e. This me su:rement is made in relation 
to the objectives and functiono of the agency. Evaluation involves 
th formulation of crit ria upon which judgments of growth and 
development may be based. Vi11en individuals and groups a re studied 
for the purpoae of determining t heir gro :tth and development. sub• 
sequent experiences can be bett er pro'rlded to meet newly recognized 
needs . The improvement of programJ mod1£1oa t ion or objeo ti ves f 
and the a ltering of the group situation, are oonsideratio.ns t h t 
would enter into the meeting of needs. 
There are several ways LTl which gr oup worker • may know the 
extent to which they are accomplishing thei r ob jectives . Periodic 
evaluations , based upon observation of developments; based upon 
reading of group records , or u combin tion of both , are the 
most coimll.only used methods . 
1 Dorothea Sullivan; editor, The Practice ot Group Work, 
"Criteria for Group Work. n, P• 215. - - -
1 
B. Purpose• 
This thelia is concerned with investigating the most recently 
developed means, charts , with which group workers may check upon 
the effectiv ness of their efforts. ·The cha r ta that this t hesis 
will specifically de 1 with a. ro those prepar .d by Professor Se.ul 
Bernstein.2 They consist of a.n Individual Evaluation Chart, a 
Group Ew.luation Chart, and a Member's Group Contribution Chart . 
The inveatigation will include an examination of the manner 
in which these charts were used in a summer day camp program. 
An a ttempt ti ll be wAde to determine the way in which the charts 
helped the leaders in their v;or k vrith individuals and t he group. 
The study should reveal how much help the leaders felt the charts 
were as well as some of their attitudes towards the i~truments • 
.t:Unong the questions posed for the study is, how may the charts 
be improved so as best to fulfi ll their purpose? Part cf this 
improvement will include the problem of the method of uee whereby 
the charta will b of moat value. 
Other phases that the study will deal with include a check 
upon the consistency ·of each leaderi s Group Chart ratin.gs ith 
his group records. Similarly, there will be a oheok upon the 
consistency between the Individual Chart ratings and the evalua• 
tions made by parents. 
2 Sa.ul Bernstein, Charting Group Progress • pp. 1•23. 
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c.. l:lethod: : 
Questionnaires were sul:mlitted to those leaders who J;*rtici-
pated in fillinr; out the charts . · The questionnia.re was constructed 
so as to obtain the informa:l;ion, relating to use. of the charts , 
in line with what has been n ted i n ·(;he preceding "Purposes 11 
sectioN of this chapter. Information concerning the manner in 
which the charts were used vms a lso obtained through special 
meetings and individual conferences with day camp unit heads and 
staff members of the agency. 
A check upon the consistency between the leader ' s ratin~?;s 
on the group eva l uation oha.rt , and his group record was mad as .. 
follO\"i th Using the interpretations of the group chart criteria 
1tams which were furnished by each 1 ader , his group record. s 
read. ~tings were then made on a group evaluation chart bnsed 
on the leader ' s interpretations .. 1'hese ratings were then com-
pared , for identical time periods , with the original group 
evaluation chart r tinge w~de by the leader . The results of 
this comparison were then considered to be an indication of th 
consistency between the leader ' s :t"atinga on the group evaluation 
cha rt and his group reoord. 
A check upon the consis tency between the l eader ' s individ l 
evaluat ion chart ratings and the parents' conception of the camper ' s 
development v.~& s made as follows . An a r bitrary four point cheok 
scale, · correspondi ng to the Individua l Eva l uation Chart s ea l e., was 
3 
set up. '!'he :ratings or pa:c· "'nts , de:ri·7 d from ;tnt rtti with 
them, were entered on thi calc . These rating could then bo 
dir€Ctly c ompared with the ratincs made qy the leader. 
n. Scop · : 
Tl~e study will de l with the Individual Evaluation Char ts • 
Group Ev 1 tion Charts , and . .iem.ber ' Group Contribution Charts 
:r· lled out by ton l e.dera at a. group weirk agency summer day camp 
durins tho 1949 season. Ona- t : ird o:f t.e total number of lea· rs 
t the c mp f illed out the charts . Inc l uded in the categor.r of 
11 l ead ·r" .J"ere three .cpeciallcts ho did not have group of th ir 
awn. T'ne t n leader11 :f',_lled out a. total of ten group ch rtij :!'or 
nine d i fferent ~roupa . !n orio L"'ls·~.oanoe , two s pecialists es.ch 
.filled out Group Evalu tion Chart f or the same group • 
In the course of' the acason, the s even lead r and three 
s peci .. lists filled out a tote.l of 169 Indi'rldual Evaluation Charts 
for tw·onty- s ven campers . The mode wae seven Individual Evalua.• 
tion Charta per c hild. Twenty- three fternber • s Group Contri bution 
Charts ere fil l d out. Of t h t"\v nty- three campers charted on 
the Group Contribution Oha. rt , all 'but two belonged to the group 
that \l.ras cha rted on th Individual Evaluation Charts . 
'.i'he s-tudy also included in·i:;crviews with parents oi' ten 
oampers; comprising over one .. thi:rd of those c mpers rho were 
char·ced. 
4 
The scope, then, involves t he questionnaire returns of ten 
leaders and a cons~deration of t he charts they fi lled out, includ-
ing c h eok upon the consistency between the l eaders' records and 
their Group Evaluation Chart ratings. Interviews were held with 
a selected number of pe.rents of campers and their ratings on the 
camper ' development were compared with the Individual Evaluation 
Chart ratings made by the leaders . The scope is finAlly encom-
passed rlth conferences and meetings held with staff members and 
others connected with the summer day camp. 
E. Value of Study z 
It is hoped that the study will give some indication of t he 
contribution that oharte may have to offer as instruments for 
evaluat ion and for staff development in a group wo r k setting . 
Recommendations • oonoerni."lg the manner of uaing the charta will 
be offered on t h e basis of the research done. Suggestions for 
improvements in the struo.tul"e of the charts wil l also be offered. 
An effort will be made to lenrn something about the best proce• 
dures for interpreting the cho.rts to those who use thezn. The 
study will a lso reveal something about what may be expected 
i n using the charts in a oertai...'l'l. type of' setting and with c rtain 
ge groups . 
F . Li.'!li ta tiona a 
The degree to -v.hioh the results of the study oan be applied 
in other group work gencies may be affected by the conditions 
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peculiar to the setting for vhich this research we.a done. One of 
the immediate fact ora hioh bears upon this poi nt is that of ho 
representative of leaders eene:rally, were thoae leaders whos 
charts were used? The l eaders whose charts were used were generally 
o£ a higher caliber as c o,npa:red wit h the leaders that tnany e.gen-
cieo usual ly ho.ve . 
Th leaders ranged i n a ge from 18 to 26 years old. Three of' 
the leaders wer college g1•aduates. The renaining setren leaders 
vrere college students ranging from Freslrmnn to Senior. Ni ne 
leaders had previous l eadership experience ranging from e. summer 
experience to several years of exp_erience. Half of th leaderc 
had previously taken a leader hip trair~ng course. A brief 
sketch of' each l eader ' s background is given on pages 93- 94. 
The fac t that they il'ere Grilployed , nd higher standards 
could be applied to their selection , enters i nto the ms.tte:r. Tho 
manner in which they may have view d a nd h~ndled everything 
connected with , and including , the cha rts probably dif'f red from 
t he v.'B.y in which an average volunteer leader would have react d . 
In this oonneotion, their ans'\'lers to the questionnaire '!My have 
been infl uenced by tho desire of many o:f.' them to be hired again 
or to use their ork as a reference. 
The use of the charts v<-as voluntary. EowEiver .; as employees , 
some leaders may have felt a responsibility for doing the charts . 
It is also possible that since ttvo- thirds of the l ea.der3 at the 
cnmp did not volunte~r. in addition to the feeling of responsibility 
jus t n ntioned , those l eader s t .mt did volunteer di<l so because 
t .ey had a particular interca ·c in their work. The l eaders ·ho 
did volunteer 11 ere noted, bjr their supervisors • as being among 
the b st leaders at the camp. This further decreased the probabil~ 
ity of their being representatlve of lee.dere that are generally 
to be fou 1d in agencies . 
ln opite of the rela t ively hi gh level of the l eaders , the 
quality and quantity of their recording was low, in moet instances . 
This pre6ented itself as a l imiting factor in the check be~teen 
the loaders• rccoi"ds and thei Cr r o ti p Evaluation Chart ratings . 
Tvro additional factors were the leaders 1 l.e.cl:: of clear under-
s t nding of the criteria i t ems .• and the method for uaing the 
cherts . A limitation in thio oo~-~ection 1s the fact that 
Prof'o..,sor Bernstein 1 J$· pamphlet , "Charting Group Progress • 1, :ms 
not available .to the leaders at the time. 
The validity of' the pa rents 1 answers , in some i nstances , 
is queGtionable in three reopeots. For one thing , the ohange , 
if , any, in their child , that they were required t .o recall may have 
taken place over six months ago.. Seoo11dl y , the parents ' attitudes 
towar s the camp would affect their impressions and memory. As 
regnrds impressions , if a mother v.ms happy that the camp took 
her child 11off her hands. " in p:rojecting, she might view the 
experience in a very posit ive light . On tl1e other hand, if she 
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hAd soma disagre abl e exp rienoo, like being forced to send the 
child because he insisted ,. s he n l oht have been left with a nega-
tive i mpression that would transfer. to her eva l ua t i on of' the 
oamp experienc e for her child. Similarl y with memory 1 we tend 
to r press disagreeable memories co that a mother having had n 
unpleasant contact ·i th camp mi eht remE'Llber very littl e of the 
entire camp ·psriod. 
Finally , the understandine that parents had of their child 
and of chi ld behavior would also af'fect their im.presstons and 
retention, A leader , for example• n~ay indicate progress men a 
ttlittle Lord Fauntleroy" displays some normal aggrcuion. Unin-
formed parents , however , I!'..ay co!Wider that the camp had m de a 
"ruffian" out of th ir nu ttle angel. .. On the other hand, rc.rents 
r.e.y not remember incident~ v,rhich indicated a development of no~l 
aggression simply because they did not underetand t;he iaplications 
in the first plac • 
So1:1e posit.i ve anm lZll"S of parents may have resulted from 
desire to h ve th ir eh ild admitted to the day camp & i :u t his 
year and , in spite o:f' being told othel<Wise, as::rumed that their 
answers ,·ould bear upon the child ' s possibilities of being 
aooeptod. 
a 
G. Review of Literature in the Field• 
i~s far back as 1927 ue find articlea3 typical of that 
written by Richard K. Conant, in v1hich the need for qualitative 
measurement '·in' social work is expressed. An attempt was made 
to develop "cards that willseore results and not merely record 
services• "4 A standardized list of questions was composed and 
the hope e.xpreued that f urther study would "in the long run 
lead to better s ·candardbed and more complete measurement of 
results,"5 
ln 1931, Richard c. Cabot notes tl~t "the main value of 
evaluation is to insure better s ervice to clienta."6 He points 
out that the "objection that the agency's work can't be measured 
because whole community influences enter is not valid if the 
agency expects public support. "7 
3 H. Emerson , "A Plea for the Measurement of Social 
P.econs t ruotion," Survey, 55 :465-466 , 1926 
Ellen F. 'liUoox, "The Measurement of Achievement 
inFamilyCase 1ork, " TheFo.mily, 8:46-49, April, 1927 
4 Richard K. Conant, "Raw Shall We Measure the Results 
of Our Poor Law Adminiatration1," Proceedings ~ the Nationa l 
Con£erence .2£. Social ~~ 1931, P• 21. 
6 Ibid., P• 488. -
G . r~ohard C. Cabot, "Treatment in Social Case Work and 
the rleed of Criteria of Its Success or Failure. n Prooeedin~s 
of t he N'ational Conference of Socia l Work, 1931, P• 21. 
-- . __... -
7 ~·• PP• 18-19. 
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F'our years later • Eleanor Glueck urges t ha t "the time iEi 
more than ripe for the developnent of' evaluative criteria, crude 
as they necessaril y must be . nS About the sam time , Arthur Swift 
rns that "unl ess we kn~: hou good a job we are doing , how can 
we intelligentl y plan to do a bet ter one?11 9 
The literatur e duri ng this decade (1926-1956) is replete 
v;lt .... ·cguc.sta fo r studios d€ l:i.n~~ nith evalUfl.tion and of accounts 
of small soatt red instances of attempts made in this diroo tion.lO 
There i a lack of lit rature dea ling with evaluation i n the 
y :uo 19:36 to 1939. At t ho boginning of this per iod , Glueck fl tn.ted 
that " ••• criteri cannot be es tablished unless the goals of social 
case ;mrk and socia l treatment can be c learly defined and broken 
dovrn into th ir component elements ••• "11 The economic factor, 
noted b'.f Blenkner e.s one of the four mAjor obstacles to reaearch,l2 
may have applied during this period. 
8 Eleanor Glueck , Evaluative Researoh _!:: Social Wo!"k , p . 19. 
9 Arthur L. Swift, " Research and Methods ot Evaluation 
i n Group ·ork," Proceedings of the Na t ional Conference o:f' Social 
Work, 1936, p. 254. · -- - · 
10 Mary E. N. Ford, "An Evalua t ion of Parent Education 
Proff: ram, tt .!!:.!, Family', l 'l :230•236 , Nov., 1936. 
E. F. Reed, "A Scoring System for · the Evaluation of 
Social case »ork," Social Service Review, 2 &214-236, 19Sl. 
11 Eleanor Glueck , op. cit., P• 19. 
( . ' 12 :Margaret Blenkner , " Obstac les to Evaluative Research 
i n Case WorkaPart l, "Social Cascv•or k , February, 1950 , P• 57. 
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tn the period 1939 to 1942, there ie a renewed expression 
of interest in evaluation. Pray streeaee the desirability o:f e. 
"measurement and evaluation o£ social work need• and services. nl3 
Re indicates that such an evaluation, when made, should help the 
community in defining ita collective goals. During this inter~l, 
the Fe.mily Welfare Auociation o£ Evanston, Illinoia, conducted 
and complet.ed a studyl4 ot ninety~nine oases, but did not oome 
to g rips with the problem o£ reliability of judgment. 
In 1947, the reaulta of the long term. Community Service 
Society study revealed an attempt made to deal with the reliability 
aspect o:f evaluation.l5 The Distreea-Reliet' ~uotientl6 was set 
up as a measuring iutrument which would reflect the complexity 
of case work. The scale :for judging movement in oases was 
designed to categorise this complexity and so improve the 
. v / 13 Jt. L.H. Pray "~n search of a Yardstick," SurYey 
Midmonthly. September, 1940; P• 257. 
14 T. Shiffman and El.ma Olson, !_ Study ,.!!! Family£!!! 
W"o:rk (!!!,Attempt ~ Ew.luate Service) PP• l•S2. 
15 J. MeV. Hunt, "Measuring the Etfecta of Social Case 
Work, Transactions 2!_ ~..!!!!York Academy!:!.. Sciences, January, 
1947, PP• 78•88. 
16 John Dollard and !Ioba.rt Mowrer, "A Vethod o-r M.ee.a.uring 
Tension in Written Documents, n Journal o£ Abnormal e.nd Social 
Psychology, January, 1947, PP• 3•28. - -
11 
various weak:neues found i.n tmeulthated oa.se worker judgments.l7 
Research projects.l8 aimiliar to the c.s.s. etudiea are indicative 
of the our·rent interest in evaluation. the o.la.aaifioation of 
"research method" ae a field Cor be.aio resea.roh is a development 
that should result in aiding the atudy of evaluation in sooial 
work.l9 
Literature dealing with evaluation in group work 1fl meager. 
Group work is in the atage of developing instruments for evalua-
tion a:nd here there b a minimum of research :recorded ae having 
been conducted with the instruments that are available. "Chart1.ng 
Group Progre~c" appear$ to be the pioneer literature dealing with 
charts as instrwnents for evaluation. 
17 J;, 14oV. :aunt, "Measuring Movement in Casework," 
Journal .2!_ Sooial Oaework., November, 1948, pp. 343-351. 
18 A.A. Heckman, "Measuring the Effectiveness of' Agenoy 
Services," ,JolJrnal of' Social Casework, December, 1948, 
PP• 3.94·399. - . . . . . 
A.A, lieokman and Allan Stone. "Forging New Tools," 
Survey Midmonthly, October, 1947, PP• 267•2?0. 
19 >tA Iatport of the Workahop on Re•ee.roh 1n Sooial Work," 
Research in Social Work, January,. 1948, P• 9. 
----- . -
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H. SU!llll*. ry I 
E•luation is an important aepeot of the group work proceu 
for aiding in the development of improved aervioe. This t hesis 
will s tudy the use of charts prepared for evaluati-ve purposes by 
Prof ess.or Saul Bernstein. These charts are an lndindual Evaluation 
Chart, a Group E-valuation Chart, and a Member's Group c,t!.tl-ibution 
Chart, 
Questionnaires were submi tted to th• ten l$&dera who used 
t he charta at part of a. summer day oamp aa.eignment. A oheok upon 
t he consistency between the leader's ratings on the Group E-valuat ion 
Cha rt and his group record was made. A check upon the consistency 
between the leader's Individual Evaluation Chart ratings and the 
parent's conception of the camper's de-velopments was made. 
One-third of the tota l number ot leadera at t ho day camp 
filled out t he charta. A limitat ion may be present in the point 
of how rcpreu mt a ti ve of l eaders generally were those lea.dera 
whose charts were used? The validity of parents• answers may 
be questionable in some inatanoes .• 
There has been considerable literature on the topic of 
e-valua t ion i n the oaae work field, going as far back as 1926. 
There has been a meagerness of evaluative resea~h in group work 
up to the present time. 
1~ 
I 
I 
t' 
CHAPTER Il • THE CHARTS 
A. Purpose and Functions 
The cha.rte (pages 18, 20, 22 ) 11rere devis«ld to serve ae a. 
simplified system for checking upon the degree to Which ~bjeotivee 
are being fulfilled. As a result, apeoia.l attention oan be given 
in those area• where negative trends appear. 
Besides serving a.e an aid in the supervision of leaders, the 
oharts pro'rl.de a spot-check means for administrators wbhing to 
knew how agency aerTioee are meeting particular needs of the 
membership. in particular situations. 
Providing evidence of general poaitive trend• 1a often effeo-
tive material for budget committees that are oonoerned with the 
value- of a gency service. Effeotiveneaa of different programs and 
of different methods may also be approximated from the trende 
indicated by the charta. 
7he crit~r :So. items oan help in developing e. sharper focus 
for the leader's thinking as w~ll as bringing an awareness of 
eig:n.i ficant f .aotora oonottrning individuah and the group,. that 
should be observed and rttec rded. In this instance, the direct 
affect of the charts ae instruments for staff development is 
apparent. 
B. Method of Use 1 
The criteria that were selected for the oharts were ba•ed 
on what were considered significant factors in group work. The 
items may have been worded many ways. Each criterion item was 
II I 14 I 
II 
( 
I 
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meant to be repreaentative of certain important elements in the 
group work prooese. 
The evaluators check the. box intersected by the item and 
that column of t he four point scale that t h ey reel the movement 
of t he group or individual justifies. T.he checking of the 
columns ehould be done relative to the previous week'• rat~ngs . 
With the previous rating used as the baaia for comparison the 
trends of movement should appear clearly, 
The intended usage of' the rating colunms, then, b to 
i ndicate the trends of the indbridunl or group which the column 
heading meet acc\lrately porttays. The checking of the "Statio" 
column meane that ·bhe member (or group) h maintaining the same 
level of one of the other t hre e co1umtl8 in whioh he waa rated on 
the previous chart. 
For example, if a member or grcup 18 rated "Great Progresa" 
one vreek and then ~kes no f urt her progress , the rating for this 
second week should be made in the "Static" column. Only i f the 
member o r g roup has made further "Great Progreea,tt relative to 
the first week's rat ing of ttGref!'.t Progress," should the rating 
for the second week be entered again in the ~Great Progress" 
oolunm. "Slight Progreu" would be oheoked on the second period 
chart only if' the second 'Week1 s movement indioated nslight 
Progress" over the first period's ~Great Progress" rating. As 
long as the member or group does not make any further prcgrese, 
the rating for t he item w1ll I'emain in the "Static" column. 
'I 
II 
ll 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
l 
I 
I 
i 
II 
1\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
If there should be some prog;rese. at a later time this would 
be rated aocordins to degree in the ttS11ght Progress" or nGreat 
Progress" column. I:f' the me::nber's or group's level o:f' develop• 
ment should fall. this would be noted by a oheok in t h e nnetro-
greseion" column. 
The suggeated time interval for using the oharts in a oam.p 
setting was every other week for the Individual and Group Evalua-
tion Charts and every two days for the hlsmber' • Group Contribution 
Chart. The ratings on the charts that this study is concerned with 
were made according to the suggested time interva.l .. 
Leaders at the day camp were given an orientation to the use 
o£ the charts during a pre-aeat'on training course at the day camp. 
iJse of the charts \ftl initiated at t he beginning of the oamp season. 
S0V'(3rtl l months after t he ca.~p season the following points 
were brought out in a meeting of leaders and unit heade (super• 
visors) who p-<lrtioipated in th0 use of the ch~;~.rta. The unit 
heads present at the Jn.eeting a.gJreed t h3.t; the purpose of the aharts 
wns clear to the leaders using them. 'There ne little agreement 
a.s to the basis upon whieh ratings were mu.de. Some noted that 
r a th'lgs were made in relation to the first ratings made at the 
beginning of the season. Others believed that ratinga were made 
according to lome absolute standa:rde the leader had in mind. Still 
othf>rtl felt that Tating.e were made in relation to the pre'rlous 
week's ratings. as should have been done according to the orienta-
tion given at the time the csharts were dbtributed. 
The unit heads expressed the feeling that,. having had no 
previoua orientation to the use of the charts, they did not feel 
in a position to offer aaail9tanoe to leaders,. let alone use the 
charts as part of supervision. They ••re alao under the impres• 
sion that since the day camp director was in charge of the chart 
project and the charts were submitted to him,. he would be taking 
the responaibility tor any f'ollow•up oonneoted with the project .. 
As a reault the use of the chart was reduced to a matter of the 
group leader filling out t h e c hart• and submitting th•m regularly 
to the unit head·. Once submitted, the charts were not available 
to the leader. 
It was noted that the orientation gi?en the leaders was 
limited. A brief explanation was given of the criteria itemB 
but the leaders were left to work out their own understanding 
of each 1 tem. 
It was said to have been understood from the orientation 
that leaders were to omit filling out ratings for those orit~ria 
itema that they felt did not apply. Actually,. the criteria items 
were intended to be general enough to apply,. with further inter• 
pretat ion, to almost every instance. 
The Indi vidua 1 Eva lua. tion Chart~ 
If conditione permitted6 there would be advantages in filling 
out a cha rt for every~member. Since this ideal state is seldom 
possible some ba•is for selection of members must be deo1ded upon. 
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Name of Member .tanenoe Carr ---=~~~~~~-----------
Name of Group rarula 
Name of Leader --~T~r~•=n~t~·~Ba~rry~· -------------
INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION CHART 
INDIVIDUAL CRITERIA 
1., Attendance 
2o New skills and interests 
3. New Knowledge 
4 .. Wider Loyalties 
5., Degree & Range of partici-
pat ion 
6o Leadership 
7o Breakdown of prejudices 
B. Status in group 
9. Symptoms of maladjustment 
10. Health 
llo Vocational developments 
12., Educational developments 
Period Evaluated 
From: Sept. IS 
To: s•pt. 27, 1900 
Retro-
gression 
X 
X 
TRENDS 
Slight Great 
Static Progr ess Progress 
X 
I 
X 
X 
:1 
.X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Prepared by: 
Saul B. Bernstein 
Boston University 
School of Social Work 
84 Exeter Street 
BostonP Masso 
' 
Those members for whom ther e is concern tor apeoial rea.aons mAy 
be selected. Included immediately would be those m~bers who 
present aerioue problema and those members that are constructive 
forces in the group. As a check. and a fulQrUJD. point, 1t would 
be well to select a third type o:f' member who may be olaelltified 
a.e an "average" member. Le{lders were asked to select children 
o£ each type to ute t he charts for in this project, and they 
attempt ed t o comply. 
The leaders participating in the projeot charted from one 
to f ive individuals with a mode of four individuals charted per 
leader. 'l'abh V (page 100) shan t h e a ge and aex distribution 
of t he campers on whom the Individual E'va.luation Charta were 
used. It ia interesting to not e t he a.pproxima.te eqlality be-
t.een t he total number of boys and the total number or girls 
charted; considering that no effort at sampling was made. Also 
noteworthy 1a the heavy concent ration of' members char t ed at 
either a ge extreme. The fac t that the leaders in the l01teat 
a ge bracket telt that the charta might be applicable to their 
campers b encouraging. The eig;ht to eleven age bra.oket is 
representative of a large proportion of "Juniors" 1n group work 
agenoies and the concentration of members of this age that w.,re 
charted in this project offers some good material for this study . 
In t h e use of the charts, t h e m.oet i.Dlportant considerat ion, 
as ha.e been previously elaborat ed upon, is t hat it deals with 
trends. The baais for ratings s-hould be made rele.tive to the 
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Group Criteria 
l. Attendance 
2o Group organization 
3. Group standards 
4. Wider horizons 
15 .. $ocial responsibility 
.. 
a • To each other . 
b. To agency 
Co To comuni ty 
6. Enriched interests 
•. 
7. Handling conflict~ 
b . Leadership and 
Participation 
9 . Cooperative Planning 
10 . Group thinking 
11. 
r-· 
Group loyalty_ &. morale 
12 . Acceptance of differences 
13. Decreasing need of 
leader 
Pre 
Period Evaluated 
From : Sept. 13 
To: Sept . 20. 1900 
20 
~ : ;~ns of' Group ~-¥,arvels 
:Nb.me of Leader Trent • Barqr _ ___ _ 
'~:: JUj -~7-'.;.I.;UATION CHART 
' 
: 
4 
· ·:Ret:tto-
· gression . :; Static 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
.. 
.. 
'••, 
·, ~· . ... 
Trends 
... 
-· 
::Slight::;,: c.: _·; ~reat 
• .J Progress --Progress 
X 
X 
" 
X 
-
X 
. . . . . . . 
.. X . 
X 
Prepared by: 
Saul B. Bernstein 
Boston University · 
School of Social Work 
84c ::<~xet er Street 
Boston, 1-.Iass. 
.,. --- ~- 1 
._ .. _"_ 
-- -~-
--
. ·-
previous poriod., With the Individual Ew.luation Chart, the 
emphasis should a lways be comparative for the same person. 
'l'he Group E'V&luation Chart 1 
As with the lndhi.dua l Evaluation Chart • 1 t is important 
that rating• from one period to the next be a comparison for 
the aame group and not a comparison between groupa. 
Since a group 1s composed of many indi'rlduala, the criteria 
I 
for individuals apply to an extent tf the group .so that there are 
some criteria items on the Group Chart that are similar to tho&e 
on the Indlvid~l Ew.luatiort Chart. 1 Table VI (page 1.0j shows the 
age dis tribution of the groups that were charted. As with the 
Individual Evaluation Charts, it is interesting that on a volun• 
teer basis the diatribution worked out so that with one exception 
I 
there were two groups charted in each age bnoket at the camp. 
The Member' e Group Contribution Chart: 
The horizontal linea on the Member's Group Contribution 
Chart represent a scale from minus five to plus fi'Ve. Vertical 
lines are to be used for indica.ting dates upon which ratinga 
are ma de. An ";&:" should be placed at that point which the 
behavior of the member merits. It may have to be an average of 
particular points on the minus five to plu• five range when 
variable behavior ie displayed by a !llember during the time of 
any one rating. 
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A$ t he title impli.es, t he foc u.s of t he :Member 's Group Con .. 
I tribution Chart is on what the membE!r contributes t o the 
I 
development of the group and not on ihia total personality. 
I 
There is also a greater frequency o~ rating on this chart, 
I 
preferably fo~ each meeti~ of t he group. Ae indicated pre• 
I 
I 
viously, the practice in this proj~dt was to make a rating every 
other day, 
true 
The assessments made are mo re on an abaolute basis than is 
of' the other charte. 'l'hat is, [ratings were made on the 
I 
basis of the mtwber•·s beha vior a t t~e particular meeting, and 
I 
not in rela t ion to his behavior at the laat meeting. 
I 
c. I 
' l 
The charts may serve as a check upon t he degree to which 
I 
objec tives are being fulfilled and Jnow for making necessary 
I 
I 
adjustments in this conneot ion. The charts can serve in staf'f 
training by sharpening t he leader'a irooua ~nd indicating factors 
i 
to observe and record upon. The oh~rts oan also s erve in super-
1 
vision, administration, and ae material fo r budget committees. 
I 
I 
Rati ngeJ on the ohnrts are t o be made relative t o the 
I 
previous week's rat i ngs . The movement thua noted would indicate 
the trends for the individual or g roup. 
Unit heads agreed that the purpos$ of' the charts wall olear 
to the leader• using them. There waa · litt.l~ ag:reement as to the 
I 
basis upon which ratings were made. 1 Use of the charta wae a 
I 
matter of the group leader filling them out and submitting them 
each week. J.'he chax•ts we r e not discussed and onoe submitted they 
v-rere no1; awi lable t o the l eader. 
The orientation given the loaders was limited. The leaders 
understood that they were to omit filling out ratings for .those 
criteria items that they fel i!J dicl not a pply. 
Twelve girls and fifteen boys * rangin_e in ago f rom f ive and 
a he.lf to eleven years or e.ge, w.ere :rated on t h e Individual 
.E'V9.luu. t ion Ohs.rt. There was a oonoent:ration of members charted 
at ·each end of the age l'ange. 
1ane groups •rere rated on the Group Eva luation Chart ; 
(with one exception) two groups from each age bracket at camp. 
Twenty-three campers were rated on the Member' a G1•oup 
Contribution Chart. 
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1949, t . 1 t t er and qu tl~1re (pa~.. 95- 99 
w r • . i l ed out to th• le&d6tt o tilled cut t lle oharta t hu 
atudy 1 oot¥utrned with .. 11 t holl3 aolioited rita.pondM pJ"Q ptly 1 
probabl~ ln.d1o tin« t hei r tnt .l" •t in t he pJ"O.jeot. 
r :\ q;ue•Uonna1r e -. oontrtl"Uot d With the •ill 0t leam · 
t h r the obtu~.tG er~ h l pful ·r.o th l d•n in t h tr work, •nd 
1t a-o , in what. Wll.l and b · , nob.. lt •• a.lao th• goa. l ot the 
u , t ! onM1r · t o d• t e . i n t h · 1 1n · hiob the la.d•~ ua\t4 
th oh~ .. r ta J t heir un4erata dl t the purpoao a:ne ~ t hou tor 
u '11lF. t b chart•. • nd be th ~ r lt t hese pointe a l ght haft' b an 
irrov•d• !he quet t lonmlf' · :;. lso Qugb.t to d.booT r t he et'teo • 
t La t u • or tb. Indi YldUi.l t-~~ l. t lon Cl · r t had upon ohkrted 
•t ohu..rt.o. 
a. .F 1 dtntt• • 
Al l ten l «tl.'htr• queattcn.ed r • plied that they found t h · 
h. l pf 1 to t hem i n t h•tr wor. . t t>he da: o P• tn the br.UdO\m 
oh apeo1t 1o Gbart ... h iptul. 
t h 1 ' dere a:nnered elght tl.;:: a in the ·tti l"'l*tiYtt tor t he 
In 1 1d-wa l -.,valuation Cb .rt; ttmee i n t he atf2. J'!'l'll.t1ve 
f or the Gr oup kul.ut. t>i on Oh tt .,., d a1x tt.mea i n tlhe atf'i t i 
t or t he ber' • Group Ccntr1but1on Obart. 
:f.xoerpta &re given on p r: 101 trolfl t he lead.ora• 1W.tem-ent1 
aa t u he ft)!'l in whiob t bfV'J f'otmd tbe oharts to have been hel pt ul. 
as 
The variety of reasons off(lrcd mAy be summarized a$ follows: 
Ways in whielh charta were helpful in work at day camp: 
1. Preaent£d spec.ific criteria that could be observed 
and applied in working with individ~ls and groupa. 
2. Criteria could. serve as goals to be achieved; as a 
guide in prog~ingJ and ~• an aid in writing 
recorda. 
3. Offered a compodte picture with trenda that pointed 
up s.rea. requiring attention. Allowed for greater 
objectivity on leader's part. 
4. Served ail a means for e"Valuating the day camp experi-
ence and as a stimulus fo~· rethinking certain 
objectives. 
llie ~u:mmariled breakdown for each o.f the three typea of charts, 
gave the reasons above and in addition' 
ways in whiohthe .Indhidual Evaluation Chart was helpful in 
work a t day camp a ( l!."xcerpts on Page 102 ) 
1. Gave leade·r a better understanding of oamperfa per$on-
ality ao that his attitude towarda the child was 
improved and his relation with the child waa better. 
2. Allowed for helping the child make a better adjustment 
in the group. 
3. Provided a means tor noting the child'• development. 
4. Noted traite to be looked for and gave direction to 
rentedial work. 
Ways in which the Group Evaluation Chart waa helpful in work 
at day o•mps (Excerpts on !=age 103) 
1. Showed how individual improvement affeota the 
group's behavior, but still lcept leader1 a focu.a 
on the group. 
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ways in •hich the Member's Group Contribution Chart wae helpful 
1n work at day oampa (Excerpts on Page 104 ) 
1. Child's pattern of behavior, indicated by ohart, 
prepared .lee.der in dealing with camper accordingly. 
Table I below ahows hoW" much help leadera telt they got 
from the charta. The increasing number of the total rating• in 
the "lJoneu to "Much" :rane;e is immediately striking. The Group 
Evaluation Chart reoeived the greateat number cf ratings in the 
TABLE I 
1?ATI11GS OF ROW MUCH HELP CFiARTS WERE TO 
LF~DERS I N DA.Y OAilP I 1949 
Chart Ea. tinge 
; Little ~ Moderate; Much~ 
' . 
' ! 
' Individual Evaluation ) l 
Chart I 2 6 3 ! 
l 
Group Evaluation Chart !l 2 2 5 
:M~ber'a Group !2 Contribution Chart :s 2 :s 
Total Batinga 
,_
7 9 11 13 
Uoderate 
plus Much 
8 
1 
5 
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"Much" column but the combined totals of the "ll.oderatelt and 
•Much" columna reveals that the Individual E'V8.luation Chart 
received the greatest number of ratings. Only the Member's Group 
Contribution Chart did not receive a majority of ita ratinge 
above the "Littlen point of the acale. 
Eight leaders found they were stimulated to give more 
attention to "charted members" in comparison to those members 
who were not charted. The remaining two leaders in the study 
27 
found that they gave the 2J&me amount of attention to charted 
and non•charted members. This did not mean, however, that non .. 
charted member• were necessarily neglected because of the 
greater attention given to charted members. Table II below 
shows tl'1at aixty per cent of the leaders polled noted that they 
did not give leu attention to non-charted membere. Twenty per 
cent of the leaders even gave greater attention to non-charted 
TABLE II. 
LEADEBS' REPLIES AS TO WHETHER THEY WERE STIJroLA.TED TO 
GIVE GREATER OR LESS ATTENTION TO NON-<lRARTED MEMBERS 
Question 
Less attention to non-charted members? 
Greater attention to non-charted member!!? 
Reply 
Yea No 
• 6 
2 6 
members a• a reau1t or their contact with the Individual E~lua• 
tion Chart~ 
iVhen the leaders were asked to rank, in order of helpfulness,. 
(Table III) the varioue factors they came in contact with at day 
camp, it is found tha.t the Individual Evaluation Chart is one of 
the two receiving the m.ost ratings for rank three or higher, and 
for rank five and over (T.able lv.) 
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TABLE :UI 
LEA DEBS 1 BANKINGS * IU 0 RDER 01<' HELPFUUUIS S • OF FAC TO :ES 
THEY CAME I N CO!JTACT WITH AT DAY CAMP, 1949 
Factors 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1( No tlo 
Help Contaot 
Gr oup Evaluation Chart 1 2 1 0 l 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 
Agency o.heok•o:t'f 11at 
for campers 2 2 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Individual Ew.luation 
Chart 1 1 3 l 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Member's Group Contri• 
bution Chart 1 1 l 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 0 
Pre•Sea.son Tng. Course 2 l 0 1 0 3 0 1 l 0 1 0 
Reading literature 
related t o work 1 0 1 l l 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Day oa.mp unit conferences 3 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 
Da.y camp a taf:t' 
conferences 1 0 1 l 0 1 0 1 l 1 3 0 
Superv16oey oonferencee 1 3 l 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 .2 0 
Wr i ting of records 1 1 1 
.! 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 
-'ij 
.i -- - -·-- - -To~l rankinga 14 9 8 a 6 4 3 1 15 11 
TABLE I V. 
LEADERS' RANKINGS lO I N ORDER OF HELRi'ULNESS • OF' FACTORS 
Tllli'Y CAME I ll CONTAC 'i; 'WI TH A 'l' DA.Y CAMP • 1949 
Faotora Number of Times ltlnked 
Total 
Acr oss 
10 
11 
9 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
-100 
Bank 3 
and 0Ter 
:tlank 5 
and Over 
Group Evaluation Chart 
Agency oheok-off list f or campers 
Indi~dual Evaluation Chart 
Member's Group Evaluation Chart 
Pr.e•Season Training Cour se 
Reading litenLtur,e re l at:ed to :rork 
Da.y camp unit conferences 
Da.y camp staff oon.ferenoea 
oont ea 
0 
4 
4 
6 
5 
3 
?, 
4 
2 
5 
7 
7 
5 
4 
4 
6 
3 
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The Group Evaluation Chart with forty per cent of its ratings 
above t he third ranking position is found among the t hree 
runners-up for seoond place. The Member's Group Contribution 
Chart, with a score of three (for :rank t hree and over) is tied 
for t hird place. It is noteworthy. however, that while the 
heaviest conotntration or ratings ie in the one to six ranking 
positions, the Member's Group Contribution Chart it one of the 
two factors receiving the moat ratings in the "No Help" column. 
The Group Evaluation, and Individual Evaluation Chart• were each 
ranked but once in the "No Help" column and the lowest ranking 
for both .as seventh. 
The cons ensue or answers to · the "'Leaders' under• tanding or 
t he purpo8e for using the chartsn (question seven) follows a 
1. Participation i n a resea.roh project. 
2. Help them in t heir understanding of the children 
and the group .. while providing a means for noting 
progress and evaluating camp experience. 
Listed on page 105 are the complete respomUll given by leaders 
as to their understanding of the purpose for uaing the charts. 
In cel'ta.in instances, excerpts of t heir responses are given for 
the sake of brevity. 
In •king up a composi.te of the •tmeaning of criteria it.ms,'' 
as offered by lead era, (question eight) an~-~effol't 'tnla made to 
have the composite stated• as well aa pouible, in the leader's 
own words. Pages 106 - 109 list exoerpta from, and the complete 
responses to. meanings of criteria items as furnished by the 
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leaders. Following below are the composite criteria mea.nings 
of group criteria itemat 
1. Attendance • Overall attendance ot group including 
implioations of interest and health and reasons for 
absences. 
2. Group Organization • Capability of working together 
in a cooperative and effective manner, including 
arrangement• for functioning as an organbed group. 
3• Group Standards • The interest of the group, working 
efficiently, and operating under a code o~ moral 
value• e1tablished by them.elvea. 
4~ Wider Horiaone • New &nd enlarging intereata, skills 
and knowledge. with a development of lelt•realization 
and a viaion above the immediate situation. The in• 
formal learning aspect of this criteria and the similar-
ity of thia criteria · item with nEnriohed Interests" 
was noted. 
5. Social Responsibility: 
a. To each other • Consideration and respeot for 
other's rights. feelings, and well•being, with 
a willingneaa to help towards theee ends. 
b. To agency • Care and non•deatruotion of agency 
property and a loyalty to, and reoognition of 
agency. 
o. to community - Recognition of relation to the 
community and consideration of public property 
was cited.. This item was not anewered in !lloat 
caeea. 
6. Enriched Intereat8 - Deeper intex-est•, with an expan• 
aion of ourioaity. a desire to learn nenr activities, 
and looking forward to future eYents. Theae things 
may aometim .. have a oa.rry-over etfeot io other areas. 
7. Handli~ Conflicts • Frequeney and intensity of 
oonfliots, and manner and judgment in handling them 
are among ""'• factors which show the emotional 
developmm.t\1; cr. the group .. 
8. Leadership and Participation ... Noting and developing 
abilities of campers to organize activities, lead 
the group, as well as full participation shown ~ 
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i 
I interest in group activities and a willingness to 
give of one's self'. 
9. Cooperative Planning - All members share in deciding 
-.•hat to d.o and in planning good DAturedly on ov.e goal 
for t he g roupJ postponing satisfaction and thinking 
for the future. 
10. Group Thinking ... Group shows initiative in thinking 
and planning and aoting in t erms of the i;l"Oup and its 
welfare. The level of thought would include auoh 
:faotore as aooepting the solutions made by ·:.he 
majority according to t he group standare and organi• 
:mtion. 
11. Group Loyalty and Morale ... Loyalty to the group as a 
whole aa eeen by an increase in the number of individual 
loyalties. An appreciation for the group leading to 
inor~ling morale and spirit including ability to get 
along and ~n awareness of one another. 
12. .Acceptance of Differences • A broadm.indedneu character-
ized by a leesening of superior feelings, an abaenoe or 
"cliques! deor~aing prejudioea, acceptance ot phyeical 
differences and negntive behavior of other children. 
13. Decreasing Need of Leader - Efficiency with whioh group 
could function, in an orderly manner, for any length 
of time, independent of censorship of leader. 
Note has previously b•en made of the exiatenoe o£ dmilar1-
ties between several criteria items on the Group Evaluation Chart 
and those on the Individual Evaluation Chart. 'I'hese ai.Jnile.ritiea 
in criteria items resulted in dmU.ar meanings given by leaders 
for such it~s. A compoeite of meanings ot orit•ria itema, as 
offered by leaders, 1'~• only be~n made, therefore, for thoae 
criteria itema on the Individual Evaluation Chart that did not 
have similar criteria items on the Group Evaluation Chart. 
In practical termf, this reduced itself to the two criteria 
items which follow. This oan also be accounted for in the 
I 
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similarity found between '?ert e.in criteria items on the Individual 
Evaluation Chart itself . The meanings of criteria items given by 
the leaders (page 106) revealed the great similarity that they 
felt existed between criteria items two, three, eleven and twelve 
(New skills and int erest~~ N&w knowledge, Vocat ional developments, 
Educational developments.) The oompo11te meanings cf criteria 
items below, again havo been put as much as possible in the words 
which the leaders useda 
B. Status in group ... Popularity and relative podtion in 
the group on d hierarchy scale, as illustrated in hia 
acceptance by the group., affect of hi$ att itude on 
other members and whether hia role was an active or 
p&&aive one. 
9. SymptolllS of maladjustment .. Mental and physical aympto:rm 
of emotional inatability such e.a paasivity, isolation, 
belligerency 1 thumb-s~lcing, ma•turbati~n, tice. Cr1• 
teria helped in determining reaeone for member's behavior. 
When questioned (question 8-b, page 98) as to wh•ther they 
used the same meanings o£ criteria items during the entire 
season, two-thirds of the leaders who answered indioa.ted that 
they did. One leader did not anawer this question. or the three 
leaders who anewered in the negative, t1ro of them said they ~ere 
not cl~r about criteria iten~ eleven and twelve (Vocational 
developments, EducationAl developments) on the Individual Evalua• 
t.ion Chart. One of them aleo thought that item 66Ven ( Breakdown 
of Prejudioea) on this chart was not olee.r. The criteria items 
that were noted t~.s "not clear" on the Group E't'Qluation Chart were 
items three, five and ten (Group standarda, Social responsibility, 
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Group thinking.} 
Eighty per cent of the leaders in the study claimed that 
they used the previous week's ntings aa a basis for comparison 
in filling out the Individual and Group Evaluation Charts. One 
of the leaders stated that he used his own standarda as a basis J 
his sense of where the group (or individual) should be in its 
development. Another leader said that at different times during 
the (Ieason he uaed different methods. 
When asked to pasa judgment upon the degree of their under-
standing of the purpo1ea and methods for u1ing the charta_ eighty 
per cent of the leaders. noted that they did not feel their under• 
standing wae good enough for them to have done aa adequate a job 
as they were capable ot doing. The twenty per cent who anhered 
in the affirmative added that they would still have liked some 
additional help. 
The additional help that all ten leaders expreued a desire 
for was voted by them as follon. Eight checks were oast for 
a more thorough orientation and .follow up, and eight more for the 
provision of definite anchor points for the acale on the Member's 
Gro\IP Contribution Chart. r'ollowing closely behind, With seven 
checks, was the desire to have the charts discussed in aupervi.sory 
conferencea. Trailing further behind, with but fifty per cent of 
the pouible maximum ot checks,. is the request for a printed sheet 
of explanation• ot the criteria. iteme. 
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Several interesting points were brought out by the leaders 
undel" t he "General Comments" section of the questionna-ire. The 
\ 
s pecialist leaders did not have as frequent contact with t he 
children ae the group lee.ders had. This prompted one of the 
epecialili!ta to remark that t he charta would have been more 
helpfu l if she met with t he group more frequently. Another 
,specialbt also felt that the charta could have been more 
helpf ul if 1he met with t he group more frequently and had more 
I~JS.terial to base her rt.ting• on. One group leader felt that 
t he c}$rta could have been more valuable it they were clearel' in 
meaning . 
Seve~l leaders commented t hat it wae dif:t'icult for t hem 
t o make ratings beoau1e t h e charta were collected each week. 
One of t hese leaders admitted t hat he didn't underat&nd whether 
progress wae to be noted on the baale ot all preceding charta. 
In answer to an earlier ques t ion thia leader had atated t hat his 
ratings were made in comparison to the previous week's ratings. 
One leader felt that in some iteme (group atandarda, new 
int ereata) it might have been fairer to evaluate monthly ~ther 
t han for shorter periods. This leader also found the. t it waa 
hard t o rat e anything but etrildn.g diff·erencea on the Individual 
Evaluation Chart. A similar problem us encountered 1n making 
ratings on the Member•s Group Contribution Chart because it •• 
uhard to decide upon t he values to be given to various acts 
of the children." 
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One leader related that he had no information oonoerning the 
basis for comparison in making ratings and as a result his 
"evaluations were •lmost meaningless." 
A vet'y hopeful leader w-ent as far as e:x:preasing a wiah for 
the charta to include something about rtm1edial work that could 
be done on the ba.$1s of findings fro:m use of the charts. 
c. Limitations a 
Some of the limitations of the queetionnaire have been 
discussed in chapter one in relation to the e:f'feot the:~e limi• 
tations had upon the entire •tudy. The point about the leaders 
who used the charts being generally above the average o:f' leaders 
that are usually found in group wo l"k agencies, waa noted. This 
had its positive side in that many significant pointe were brought 
out in the antnrere that the leaders gave to the que$t1onnaire. 
It also bad its. limitation iM.!muoh as it may be expected that 
the uaverage" leader would not have had &:l good an underetanding 
of the purpose and use of t he charts and ~o would have offered 
different point• to take into oons:l.deration in attempting bettex-
to adll.pt the charts for general use. There is alao present the 
potssibiUty that the leaders • a:nawel"a ~y ha-.:e been influenced 
by a feeling that certain ttesponses e~hould be xnade in a ce~tain 
way if they were to be a good reflection upon the leader'a 
capabilities. 
D.. Interpreta tiona a 
The fact that all ten leaders found the charts helpful 
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to them in their· work at the day camp is a good indication or 
the possible values that ~y be looked for in the use of 
evaluation oharts. '!'his is further substantiated by the 
results thllt show an increasing numbet- of ratings f'or the 
ranl..--lng order from ":None" to "Much" as to the amount of help 
these che.rts were (question three.) The ruuons for tlle par• 
tioularo answers given for eac-h of the ehe.rts. a.e oonoern 
"helpfulness," may be a.ttributed to several faotors. 
The ember's Group Cont ribution Cho.rt probably was ranked 
lowest of the three che.rts (in questions two and three) booaus o 
leeder::: muat ha·n found it the most diffioult one upon 'Which to 
~e ratingS:• Its low rating is further borne out ill <;,tlostion 
six where 1 t is one of.' the two items out of ten to rea eive the 
highest number of "No Help" chooks.. Judgiug from the di!'fioulty 
with croiteria itema as expressed in other answers to th~ qu s-
tionnaire ( dght 1 nine and ten) it would seem tha·t the abae1.".ce 
of criteria items for the lfember's Group Contribution Chart 
made it most difficult to use. This interpretation. seetns fur.• 
thor borne out when it 115 noted that "Definite 1.11chor points on 
graph" is one of the most .~equested items. 
It is signitioant that the Individual Evaluation Che.rt re-
cei.vcd the highe.st number of "Yes" answers as · to whether 1 t was 
helpful; received the highest combined score or ratings in the 
"Moderate" and "Much" columns for amount of helpfulness • and waa 
the only one of the three cha:rts not to receive a rating in the 
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"Uone" oolumn. Furthermore, the lndividue..l Eva luation Ch6.rt 
\\US rated fi.nt ., ·together wi t h the agEmc;y oheok•<:iff list, for 
rarll: fivo and cvGr and took first place with superviso,.,J oon-
fere:ncos for rank thre~ and over. 'l'he re&son for these high 
ratin6s for- the .Indlvidue.tl Ew.luat ion Chart :m.t\y be attributed to 
the :fac t or or the ilnportance o:f.' cd:teria.. This factor lrhioh 
Qa\.'tsed th e low rating f or the !.!ember's Group Contribution Chart, 
which had no o:riteria• rr.a.y ha ve operated favorably for the 
!ndividv.al Ew.luation Chal't. 
A:nother instance is seen ln the lower number ·of "liot Clear" 
oo:nununta for the Individual }!.'valuation Cha~ criteria items, ae 
co;:npa.1•ed with the ntunber of such comment.s about •.;;he Group !:Jvalua• 
t ion Char't crit eria. Part of this ill, no doubt, due to a i'a:ilure 
t o ad~pt the criteria iter.as for the age group the eha.l"t wa.s being 
t~s .ed for. Failttre to adapt crite1·ito ite.m.a • however, .further 
indietl.tes the lack of clarity of' the cu•i'11eri.a iten1a. 
Ar~o·t.her poi,nt that m.e.y be considered as enter.ing illto ·the 
higher ra·t.ing of the lndividual E'Valuation Chart is that a 
siinil.ar obeck•oi't li~;t for indi vid'U&la (page 110) waa used 
concu rrently at> part of the agency aupfJrvieory process. The 
o loo.rer understanding of individual criteria items ooming from 
supervision with the agency chart probably had a. oarry•over to: 
the Individual Evaluation Chart. 
It is abo pouible that the leadere bad found it fJa8i1tr to 
think: of the criteria items in the r-.ting of one individual than 
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in t he rating of an entire group of indivi.duals with the 
additional elements resulting from member•interpl.ay. Part of' 
tbis probably cones from being accustomed to thinking about 
individuals a3 pRrt of e. general living e:x:p"rienoe m.ore eo than 
one thinks about groups. Similarly, one m.ight not develop any 
set of criteria with which to jt\dge g roups as readily as they 
ni ght do in the ease of indi"liduals. 
When the leaders• •tatements of the waya in Which the 
charts were helpful are examined, the following points seem to 
emeree: Two out of the four tl$jot eumrnarited reaeon~;~l speak 
llbeu't:; the value of the oharls in relation to the uses that can 
be made of the criteria items. 
1'he third and fourth a't.ml!lU!;ries of leaders' statements on 
-~h e ,,.rays in whioh the oharts we re helpful repres:ant the major 
reasons for which the charts w~re prepared~ The use oft he ohart 
for evaluative purposes often became a secondary rat :te:r thv.n a 
prima~J purpose. Thia interpretation se~~s justified after 
exa..rni ning SUJI.llllaries of the ways in which eaoh cf th (:·· t11~ee charta 
'"rera i ndi.vidue.lly rated for t heir helpfulneeG. These sum1r.Ari -ss 
( ra ge 101) GhOW the weight given to the criteria. aspect of the chart 
in l•elation to its u:::e as a. means of evaluation. 
Th ·e fact that the Individual Evaluat i on Chart tied for first 
place with supe:rviaory oonfer.,noe$ • for the combined ratings for 
1 aupra P• 26 ,27. 
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the first t hree ranks cu.n be i nterp;reted as evideno ~ of the h i gh 
reg:l.rd the c:_art was hel d in. Furt he:r than t:h is, th o prospects 
of the w. l ue to come ou·t a~ t he j oin·b ' se of the ohart with 
suparv:i.(.don seems even zl.lo re pro::tlising . eE!p&.lially i nasLtuoh u.s 
sev~:nty per c ent of the l eaders l~equested this .. 
It may be expected that the l eaders exercised a c•rta:l,n 
amou::J.t of care in the use of ·t;h~ c ha rts and in the filling out 
o£ ·!;he questionnaire becaus e they indi<H•:~ed an understanding of 
the pl.lrpose .for us i ng ·~he ollar·ts to be "pa.rticipa tion i n a 
r~sro.:rch pro j ect." Other i ndi ca:Uons oi' i nterest. such s 
p:.·ompt response , has been previou:;; ly noted. That the l eailers 
l ooked to t he cho.:tts as an aid 1r£..y be oo::.tstrued a s an indicu tion 
cf a z'Osit i ve a t titude on t heia- p::;. :rts . 
'l'he oc posite of the mrenin;,;:;; o.r or :i. teriu i '- ell'.s (ps.ges 31-36) 
fe.vo l·a.'i:l l y com.pa.ro with the explanations of ori.teritl given by the 
per3on who pr epa red the clu~rts f or a ll but two i t~.ms .. F'or 
"Coopsra ti ve Planning" and 11 Cl:'oup Th hlking1t the G:.Cp l.e.na tiona 
g i ven by Professor Bernstei:a plac e the ma jor foous c;n the 
Gt.ruotura l proceuea involved. 'l'he- leaders vimr111d these i tema 
primari l y in t erms of th9 func t ioning of the members and tho 
group. !'!1is appea l'S as furthc1· substantiation of a previously 
given interpretation as to tl e greed:; c1· fa.m..i liax·ity and ea~H~ with 
which leaders focus on individuals rather than the group and the 
pro<H~s.ses connected with its operat ion as a unit. 
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A comparison of the explanations of Profeeaor Bernste1n2 
with each of the leaders• atil.tementa on criteriil items reveals 
that, individually taken, each one of the leader•' explanations 
is but a part of the total number of wa.ys in which the criteria 
should be considered. The need for some method of giving leaders 
a better understanding of criteria items seem. indicated. The 
fact that thirty per cent of the leaders did not oonsiatently 
use the same meaning• for criteria is pertinent. 
The criteria items on both e~luation charta indicated as 
not being olear appear to be among those (criteria ite~U) which 
need more apecifio illustrationa (than the other iteme) of how 
they could have been applied to younger age groups. naroup 
Thinking." one of the criteria items tor which the let.ders and 
Professor Bernstein gave diffe·rent explA.:nationa, waa •ong the 
criteria items noted by the leaders as not being cle&r. Apparently 
it cannot be auumed that if leaders give explanations of criteria 
and believe they understand the criteria that their understanding 
will :f'it in with the way in which it is hoped the criteria will be 
used. It is here that supervision would come into play. 
Several factors seem to cast doubt upon the claim by eighty 
per cent of the leaders that they used the previous week'• rating• 
as a. baaia for comparison in filling out the Individual and 
2 Bernete1n, !E._. cit., pp. 9•14 .. 18, 19. 
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Group Evaluation Charts. The lack of higher correlations between 
ratings by leaders and ratings based on their reoordaS i• among 
the factorl·• lf' the questionnaire had included a request for a 
statement on the manner in which ratings were made, 1 t might well 
have been found that what actually happened was as follows. The 
then current ratings were made in relation to the rating• of the 
previous week but then were not entered on the charta as auch. For 
example, the leader might have found that in relation to the 
previous week•a ratings of "Great Progress" the member or group 
had done the same things for the t hen current period. Inatead of 
entering this as "Statio, • however, the leader the leader rated 
it directly ai "Great Progress" on the basts that if doing these 
things one week deserved a rating of "Great Progreaa" then doing 
these same things the following week dea•rTed a rating of "Great 
Progress." 
That eighty per cent of the leaders dir~tly and twenty per 
cent indirectly noted A lack of adequate understanding ot the 
purposes and method• tor using the charta may abo mean that the 
leaders did not make ratings as prescribed. One final point that 
rabes the question as to the baaia used for making ;ratings comes 
tTom the tact that the leaders had to turn in the oharta each week. 
Unless they could remember over twenty•five ratings they had no 
3 intra, Chapter IV. 
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basis upon whiah to make ratings that were relative to ratings of' 
the previous week. 
1hat all the leaders i n the project r~quested help with the 
charts ia a o lear uoJli.Iml.ndment for the development of mean~ by vihioh 
this need oan be met. ~'he majority of responses to three of the 
four possibilities for help sugg;e$ted in ·bhe queetionnaire 
(question ten) gives some indication of the linea along which to 
work. Again caution should be exercised in not minimizing the 
need for clarification of orltel"ia itertW even though only fifty 
per cent of the leaders asked for it . .AI already noted, the f1'4g-
mentary oompe.riaon of ea.oh leader's orit•ria item understanding 
with the fuller explanation offered ~J Professor Bernstein is one 
of t h e danger signa la to be hee<ied. 
E. s UllllDI:t. ry I 
All ten leaders found the charta helpful to them in their 
work at the day camp. The Individual Evaluation Chart was most 
helpful and the Member•s Group Contribution Chart leaat helpful. 
'l'he leaders found that both evaluation charta were helpful 
in relation the usea that could be made of the criteria -items as 
goals, as points for emphasis and as a guide in progtamming. The 
charts served aa an aid in observing and understanding the group 
and. its mEmbers and in writing recorda. The leaders a lao i'ound 
the charts helpful tor evaluative purpose• although this often 
beoa.me a secondary rather than a primary purpose. 
Use of the Individual Evalua tion Chart stimulated the leaders 
to give greater attention to ''cha;rted members" without necessarily 
giving less a. ttention to "non-charted members;" sometimes even 
giving greater attention to ''non""()harted members" as a. result of 
having contact with the Individual Evaluation Chart. 
The leaders understood the purpose for using the charts to 
be for research and as an aid to them in their work at the day camp. 
Meanings of criteria items furnished by eaoh leader were 
individually very limited in comparison with the total number of 
ways in which the explanation of Professor Bernstein indicated 
that the criteria should be considered. One-third of the leaders 
did not consistently use the same meanings for criteria. 
Eighty per cent of the leaders claimed that they used the 
previous week's ratings as a basis for comparison in filling out 
the Individual and Group Evaluation Charts. 
Eighty per cent of the leaders noted that they did not feel 
that their understanding of the methods for using the charts was 
good enough for them to have done as adequate a job as they were 
capable of doing. All ten leaders requested additional help in 
the use of the charts. 
Among the difficulties connected with the use of the charts 
was the lack of an adequate orientation including the providing 
of expla.nations of' criteria. These factors may account for the 
failure of some leaders to a dapt criteria to their particular a ge 
group. The factors may also account for the leaders bdng unclear 
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about some of the criteria. 
"Vocational developments •" "Educational developments," and 
"Breakdown of prejudices" were criteria items (on the Individual 
Ew.luation Chart) that were noted by leader• aa being unclear. 
The .first. two of theae items were noted as "not applicable" in 
addition to "Health," "Group Standards," "Social Re1ponaib1Uty" 
and "Group Thinking• were the Group Evaluation Chart criteria 
that were noted aa being tmolear. •social reaponaibility to 
community" wa• noted al "not applicable." 
There is some q~etion a• to the basil upon Which ratings 
were made. The weekly collection of eharta and the actual manner 
in which rating• rray have been ws.de are among the factor• raising 
this question .. 
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CHAPTER IV • OEECX BETWEEN iUl..TlNGS 
A. Method: 
Ea.ch leader 1ubmitted a sheet with hit understanding of •ch 
group criteria item written cut. Using the leader's understanding 
of the criteria item, each item was taken separately and the 
leader's group record •• read with hie understanding of the 
item kept in mind by the reader. A rating would then be made for 
the period oov,red by the group record. 'this rating was based 
upon all the material in the reoord that 110ttld enter into making 
a rating for the particular criteria item under consideration; 
a.ll this being done in relation to the leader's understanding of 
t he item. This process was repeated for ea.eh of the thirteen 
group criteria items submitted by each of the ten leaders. 
lil.tinga made on thia b&eis wttre then compared for identical time 
periods with the original g roup evaluation ratings of the leader. 
Since leaders wrote g roup recorda every other week, there 
were only four recorda e:vail&ble for the eight week period. The 
chart$ chosen for comparison were therefore those that were rated 
tor the same weeke that records were written for. The writer 
made a total of 460 "E'valuation Chart" ratings from reading the 
l•dera' records. An equal .number of computationa for correlation• 
were made. 
The re•ulta of· these compar1sona between ratings were 
tabulated in the following ways J 
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1. Each rating made by the leader W1UI oh"ked against the 
rating, for the same time period, baaed upon the reading 
of the leader's record. Since four auoh comparisons were 
made for each criteria item,. if each or the comparisons 
were identical there would be a perfect correlation of 
1.00 for that particular criteria item. If only three 
out of the four comparisons were the same then the cor-
relation would be .75, and so forth. A correlation of 
t his type waa made :for each of the twelve criteria items 
on the ten seta of Group E~luation Charta that leaders 
filled out. Thia correlation then 1s the comparison for 
individual criteria itema het\veen the leader•e ratings 
and the ratinga baaed on the leader's r~orda. The cri• 
teria item "'Attendance" wa.a not dealt with because the 
oonoern waa w1 th prilnarily qualitative criteria. (Table 
VII P• 48) 
2. On each of the ten sets, the correlations for indi'rldual 
criteria item.a we:re atatiatioally trea.ted to find a mean 
average or theae correlations. The mean average of ori• 
teria item correlations is the general correlation. This 
general correlation is the o•erall oompariaon between all 
of the leader's original rating• and the ratings baaed on 
t he leader' a reoorda. E'Aoh general correlAtion 18 for 
one group or one indh'idual. (Table VII p .. tS ) 
3. The general correlations for each of the ten seta of Group 
Evaluation Chart• were statistically treated to obtain a 
mean awrage !.2£ general correlations. The med1anwaa al•o 
obtained. The mean average l'or general oorrelatlone 1s the 
mean for all of-nii groups in thia study. 
- . 
4• The correlations :for each of the individual criteria items 
on each of the ten sets were statiatioally treated to also 
obtain a mean average 2£ t he correlations ~ ~ of the 
twe.lve o rltiria 1 tem.a • ( Table Vli p. *8 ) 
5. !Atinga made in ea.oh of the four chart gradatione were 
divided into three types and totals were taken for eaoh 
type. (Table VIII p. 56 ) These typea. were a 
a. Number of rating• the leader originally made in the 
column for the total of the four chart periods. 
b. Number of ratings made in the gradation for the four 
perioda on the ba.sb o:f a reading of the leader'• 
recorda. 
c. Number of timea ratinge made on the b&aia o:f reading 
the group reoorda were identical with the original 
ra tinge made by the leader. 
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TABLE V 
CORRElATIONS BETWEEN LEADER'S RATINGS 
AND :RATINGS BASE:O ON READING LEaDER'S GROUP RECORDS 
Group Criteria Correlations for Indi '\l'id~ 1 Mean 
Crit•ria Itema Average 
r..der # of Cor• rel 
Leader No. 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 ~ 9 110 for 10 " leaders 
2. Group organisation .16 .25 .66 .25 .75 .75 .is .25 .50 I•OC .441 
3, Group standards .so .so .66 .so .so !1.00 .so .oo .so 1.oc .466 
4. Wider horhona .50 .25 .33 .75 .so .. 76 .50 .50 .25 i•OC .433 
s. Social reapona1bil1ty 
a. To eaoh other .50 .so •. 33 .7s .oo .75 .oo 1•25 .&.00 .5C .433. 
b,. To agenoy .7S .25 .33 .50 J.OO .25 .25 Ia 50 a.OO .sc .533 
c ~0 0• ~ty .50 .25 .oo .75 1.00 ~00 1..00 :.76 .so ,639 
6. Enriched interests .75 .75 .66 tJ.oo .so .so • '7S .50 .2s 1•00 .S66 
7. Handling oonfliota .25 .25 .oo .50 .so .76 .oo .25 .2S !•50 ,.326 
a. Leadership and 
Partie ipa. Uon .sb .76 .33 .75 .26 .50 .25 .1S .25 1•00 .433 
9 .. Cooperative P.lanning .so .25 .33 .so .2S .so .oo .so .50 1•50 .383 
10. Group thinking .so . 50 .33 .so .76 .so .so .25 .25 .00 .408 
l~Group loyalty and 
.50 ,50 I morale .7S .so .ss .oo .oo .oo .25 .so .333 
)..2. Aooepta.noe ot 
d.if'f ereno ee .50 .oo .66 .50 ,50 .so .7S .'75 .so .so .616 
13. Deoree.•ing need ot 
leader .so .50 .66 .25 .50 .so .75 .oo .50 .oo .416 
General Correla tiona .554 .3m .too .sse; .mE . .s&t .."59! .S'71 .~ .2'lC .4:45 
B. Findings and Interpretation: 
The •general correlations" ranged from .270 to .554.. The 
nmean average ror general correlations" wa1 .446 and the median 
was .421. The lowest "general correlation• (.210) niJ baaed 
upon comparisons for only two periodiJ the leader having written 
group recorda tor only two periods. The two records that this 
leader did write were Tery brief and lacked enough information 
upon -.hioh valid ratinga tnight be made. The recording was also 
poor with a minimum of material de&ling with the prooeuee and 
.functioning of the group and just an outline of the aot1Tities 
that the group pt.rtioipated in. The •recording" factor appears 
to be the major element contributing to this loweet "general 
correlation.• 
senral factor• seem to ent•r into aocounting fort he lack 
of higher "general correlattone·it than the ·results reveal. 
These may be 1 temised as follows a 
1. As already noted, a major .factor •• lack of •ufficient 
material concerned with criteria items in the group 
recorda. This often reduced the basis of ratings made 
on the group recorda to ·well-intended gueaaes baaed upon 
other distantly and not neoesearily related information 
in the record. 
The correlations which were h1gheet were those where 
ratings were made from the moat well written and .informing 
group recorda. The two highest correlations were those with 
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the charts whoae ratinga wer:e :made by the leader.a at the camp 
whose a.pplicationa indicated tht.t they ha.d the ~st background 
in group work practice. , 
2. The agreement e.a to the meaninga of the criter~ item$ would 
directly affect ratingt.. As noted, the meanings of criteria items 
ofrered by the leaders were used in making ratinga be.aed upon 
reading the group recorda. Nevertheleaa. it may be a.eaumed tram 
: ~ .- ~ 
the problema with criteria iteme (indicated in Chapter Three) that 
in many instanoea the criteria meaning atated by the leader W&$ 
not the ea:m.e on$ by which he made his ratings. Th• laok ot common 
underatanding of criteria Gan be a very aignitioant factor intluenc-
ing ratinga. 
3 • In a co orda.no e with the preacri bed ua e of the chart • ra tinga 
based upon reading the record were made in relation to the previous 
week•e ratinge. Ae ha.a been noted in the prececling chapter, thezoe 
is some question aa to whether the leaders ~ted on this baaie 
although the majority of them indicated that they did. A difference 
of this type in the use of the charta would greatly at.fect the 
degree of correlation. It ia noteworthy that the lowest correla• 
tion lni.e with the rating• made by a leader who atated that she 
did not use the prescribed baaia for making ratinge. .A fn trie.l 
ratings were made that were not entered aa relative to the 
pre'rloua week'• l"atinge. A rating was made, and it the de'Vt!llopnent 
ll&l on the •a.me level a.a the prev:toua week which waa. for example, 
"Slight Progreas.'' then it was entered as euoh rather than as 
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"statio" whioh would be in accordance with the prescribed use. 
In the few trials that were thus made, the correlation be~een 
the leader's ratings and those based on reading the group reoord 
were higher than if the ratings baaed on the group record were 
made relative to the previous week'• rating. 
4. The applicability of' the criteria for young children is another 
factor that may affect ratings. In aome fffff instanoee the criteria 
cannot ftlidly be applied without a great deal of' adaptation. In 
most oases, however, it 1s a question of' explanation of' the 
criteria and pointing out how they can be made applicabb. "Sooial 
reeponeibility to community" for an adult might involve such aspects 
aa social action~ The same criteria applied to a young child might 
mean care of public property) for example, not tearing down branches 
of trees in the park. and so forth. 
There were a few ltaders who omitted ratings fo.r criteria 
items that they could not apply. lloet of the leadera rated all 
the items and several of them indicated that While they were 
entering ratinga for some criteria items, they did not feel that 
the or.iteria items were applicable. 
5. Sixty per cent of' the leadera said that th~ u1ed the same 
meanings of criteria items for the entire camp aea.son. 1'here is 
some question aato whether even these 60 J1! r cent had any 
standard formalized understanding of each ·criteria item upon which 
they made their ratings. It is likely that they had an idea in 
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t heir mind1 and this oould have changed with their own develop• 
ment. One of the leader& "WS.B a1ked to me.ke ratings based upon a 
reading of hia o.-n g;roup record., It ia noteworthy that the 
correlation between thi!l leader'• original and later rating• 
wa.s lower than the correlation between hia original ratings and 
t hose rating• l!ll'lde {by the writ er) from a reading of the leader's 
records. 
6. Excluding the lowest oorrelt.tion aooounted for in the third 
factor in thie eeriea, (page 50 ) 75 per cent of the next group 
ot lowest oorrelatione were with t hose ohart1 filled out . by 
apecialist leaders. The speoialieta met with the groupe for 
comparatively short periods of the entire camping time. The 
ratings that they made might ha.'\'8 had little relation, t henf to 
changes that took plaoe in the gr oup_ generally in other aotiYitiee. 
The ratinga might be reduced to t he element Cit the group's respon.~~e 
to t he particular leadership of the specialist rat her than any 
inherent ohangee in the group itself. The rating• might also be 
a simple reflection of h OYr t h e group happened to feel at that 
particular seuion, a• influenced by a previoWI or proepective 
event, rather t han typical of' the g roup generally. For example, 
if t he group h&d a very stimulating carnival booth before meeting 
with t he epeoia.liat, the restleaeneu and ina.ttentinneas that 
the apeoialht r:ray rate may not typify the actual general level 
of the group. It may well have been that the group was exotption• 
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ally attentive and interested during the preparation and conducting 
of' the booth. If it were possible to exclude other factors, it 
would be interesting to compare ra t ings on the ea.me group a• made 
by the apeoialiat, with the rating* made by the group's regular 
leader. The bearing that this sixth factor mAy have upon the 
rating of g roups that only meet with a leader weekly, merits con ... 
eiderati.on. 
The factors that affected the correlations in this atudy 
between original ratings and latel" ratings baaed on reading ot 
group recorda may be aggregated as follows t 
1. ~uantity and quality of recording which ~tinge 
W4.y be baaed on. 
2. Agreement between raters as to meanings of 
criteria it~. 
3 •• g:reeme:nt between raters t~oa to method• of 
using charta. 
The breakdown of ratings involved in the correlation: s tudy, 
table VIII, ~~· 56, shews in striking nlief tho concentration of 
ratings in the two middle g1~dations of •statio• and ~Slight 
Progress." · The small number of ratings in the nRetrogreaaion" 
oolumn raisea further question as to whether the charta were used 
as presoribed. A "Retrogression" rating should have been made 
whenever there was evidence that the level of development fol' any 
week dropped below that of the previous week which may have been 
indicated in any one of the three other gradations. Since some 
retrogression is expected. at points~ as part of normal development. 
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a lack of such ratings probably :tndiea te improper uee of the 
charts . 
A. similar question of the manner in which the ohe.rtn were 
used applies to the small number of "Great Prog resa" ratings which 
were made. Perhaps the l eaders believed the t the "'Great Prog: reea 11 
gradation should be used only in exceptionftl oiroumstance. Two 
othe r pouibilities alao present themeelvea. The ttandarda of th• 
leaders may have been so high that they were no~ realistically 
aliened with the amount of developm~nt that mj,ght ordinarily have 
been expected in t he particular setting in which they were working 
a nd for t he amount of time involv~d. 
The aubjective fao .tor i n rating should not be loat sight of 
and i t can only be hoped that training and experience will reduce 
subjec t ivity to a minimum. A thorough interpretation or critet•ia 
items and an eJ>planation of the use of the ohe.rts (including 
anchoring illustrations for grada.tiona) ~hould help in securing 
greater objectivity. 
Another poaaibility is tha t concerning the major purpose for 
'Which the oharte were prepe.redJ evaluating the erteotiTe"neu of 
work with groupa and individuals. Vrbere other intluencee upon 
ratings are likely to be at a minimum,. an agency would well take 
heed ae to the level of its work when there it a lack of .. Great 
Progress" rating• for any period of time •. 
An examination of the breakdown ot rating• (Table VI!I, 
page 56) reYeala that ratings (made by the writer) baaed on the 
:readi nc; of the group rec o r ds :f.'il!' exe(C)eded t he original l ~d~!'s ' 
ra t int s in the "Static" colum..'l'l while the converso "WaS true i n the 
"Slight Progrese" ooluw.n. 1bis n.'ltly be aoco\mted for in t he differ-
enc e of' ul.le of the charts as no'ted in oha pter th r e • 
The rat ings based on the ree.ding of the record were made in 
r ela t ion to the previoWl week's ratings.. Thus .. if an initial 
re.t:i.ng of nslight Progress" seemed juat Uied and t he behavior 
r~ined the same over s evera.l p sriods • the re. tings based on the 
record would be enter ed i n t he 11Static" ol;)lurm. The l eaden ., 
howev<:~:" ~ ~y have continued to ente r rat ings in the "Slight PrOf-: r ess" 
cohn~. 
I t is interesting that a. higher p~oentaga of agreements 
occurred in the "Static'' and nsl:tght Progress" colum..'l'lB, 32 a nd 36 
pe r c ent of t he total :ratings in ee.oh ooh~, in oomparbon to 
the 8 and 9 per cent agreement i n each of the out er columns. This 
m.ay be partly due to the concentrat ion of :rat ings i n t he two middle 
columns .. 
The range of 11mea.n averat; ee of the correlation& for i ndividual 
criteria itemsHl (Table VII. page48 ) ran from .sss to .639 .. 
The higheet of theae "mean avera.gesu for the criteria "Social 
responsibilit-y to community" rray be accounted for in the ooncent:ra• 
tion of ratings for that item in the ••s~tie" column .. The a g;reem.enta 
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TABLE VI : . 
BREAKOO'Wll OF RATINGS IliVOX..VED IN CORRElATION 
STUDt OF GROUP EVALUATION CHART FATINGS 
Polumns "A" ..; Batinge bued on record. Total 
h ... , ............ "B" •Leader•' rating•· Number 
Group Criteria Polumns nc• -Agreem.ent betteen '!A.•&"lf. of 
[Retro• ~!~!! .. Great Agree-le:reesiox Statio Prov.re8&i menta 
for 
Colwnn ~ B c A B c A B 0 A l3 c Criteria 
Item 
2. \X .. ·uv.J:l l'I'I"D"anh ... tion ~ 5 8 $ 11 8 12 6 5 1 _16 
3. Group 8t&ndarda tl 13 s 8 3 14: 9 4 2 1 16 
4. Wide.r hori&oi18 '1 l 9 6 6 9 8 112 2 5 17 
5. Social reaponaibility 
a. To eaoh other ~ 1 l 9 2 6 
' 14 9 6 4 1 17 
b. To agency 1 l 1 8 7 lu> a 6 2 3 3 20 
c. To ooJIUII.uni ty 1 10 1 !21 ! 6 2 21 
6. Enriched interests 2 8 2 a 6 9 l8 3 1 22 n 
7. Handling oonfliota 5 4 11 6 6 10 11 5 I 5 11 
8, Leadership and 
.Participation !1 l 6 6 • lO 8 In 4 6 2 17 
9. Cooperative Planning 2 17 • 64 lS 8 3 4 14 
10. Group thinking 1 13 8 11 5 9 6 
' 
2 17 
~ Group loyalty & mo~le ll 7 6 8 11 6 6 6 l 12 
J2. Acceptance of A.b l 8 e l& 10 7 6 1 
' 
19 ................ 
~ Decreasing need of 
leader ~ l l 14 
' 
In z 13 4 1 16 
Separate Column Total• ·~ !r, 14 3 li2 IGS lllE 91 135 101 
" 
6] 7 
Gradation Column Totals 34 328 SS7 ~8 
Percent of Agreements ~ se~ S2% 8% 
I 
in t he "Statiott colUJm for the criteria item under discussion 
far e:x:ceedt that of the other criteria items. Thil may be 
att ributed almost wholly to the use made of the "Statio" column 
for ca11·ea of doubtful ratings,.: A sim.il&r situation exilta in the 
"Social responsibility to agency" item. 
On the other hand. t he fact that "Enriched lntereJts" had 
the second highest "'mea.n average~ is probably d~e to the ample 
material in the recorda to base ratinga upon for this item. 
Certainly, if anything were included in the group recorda at all, 
an indication of activities t hat the group was expoeed to would 
be entered and this would furnish much e~denoe upon which to 
make rating• for "Enriched Interests." In the oaae of "Enriched 
Interests," the greatest concentration of agreement of ratings is 
in the "Slight Progre .. " gradatiop. From thi1 it may be auumed 
that the camping experience generally did an adequate job of 
exposing and developing new interests in campers. 
In spite of differences in methode of ratings the ooDID'lOn 
agreements aa to the fairly oonate.nt "Slight Progreu" ooouring 
seems to indicate the beneficial al!lpeota coming from the camping 
experience. Whether thb r.rJJAy be considered as a good showing or 
'Whether better result• may be e.x.pected under ditfe.rtnt conditione 
will have to go unanawered for the pre•ent. 
C • S llll1n*. ry I 
Several faotora seem to have contributed to the generally low 
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correla tione between the leader• s ratings and the ra tinga made 
from reading the leader's group record. Thefe weres 
1. The quality and quantity of rde,.nt recording. 
2. Agreement ae to the meaning• of criterion. 
3. Degree to which criteria were adapted to the 
particular age group. 
4. Consistency in use of m~inga of criteria. 
5 . Agreement on methods for making ratings. 
5. Amount of opportunity that leader had to obserye and 
gather material on group or individual that wa1 to 
be rated. 
A number of possibilities may account for the concentration 
of ratinga in the two middle columna of the Group Evaluation Chart. 
l. The underatanding that the rater may have had concerning 
the use of the gradation oollllllll$. 
2. The degree to which the rater'• expectations were oonsia• 
tent with the amount of development that might ordinarily 
have been .bxpected under the particular conditions. 
3. The pos•ibility that the effeotiveneaa. or 1neffeotivenesa, 
of work accounts - for the amount ot development note,;~. 
4. The factor of aubjectivity in rating always merits 
conaidera t ion. 
The higher correlations (relatiTe to the other itema) for 
'*Social reaponaibility to community" and nto agency" does not 
necessarily reflect a consistency between the Group Evaluation Chart 
ratings for these iteme and the material in the g.roup records. It 
may rather be that the higher correlations are due to an im.proper use 
of the charts and a laok of understanding of the items. 
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CHAPTER V • UlTERVnXIS WITH PARENTS 
A. Method: 
The comparison of the Indi'Vidual Evaluation Chart ratings 
with the parent's ratings of the oamper•s development was made as 
follows: 
An arbitrary four point oheok scale correaponding to the 
Individual Eva.lw.tion Chart scale was set up. These oheok points 
were "Uo change" in the center, "Slight change" and "Much change" 
on t h e positive aide and a ttNegative8 cheok point for any negative 
changes. 
Interview& were then held with the parents of campers. Only 
t hose campers charted for t he entire two month camp period were 
selected. The two month rule W&8 adopted to insure greater 
validity in checking any changes that .might have occurred over 
t his longer period. 
The parente wel"e asked to indicate- genert.lly, and for 
several specific criteria items, 'What effeot, positive or negative.-
t h ey considered the camp experience to have had, if any 1 upon t heir 
child's development. If each of their replies could not clearly 
be claasif'ied into one of' t he points on the scale, they were 
asked to definitely designate at which point they would have rated 
the child when he had completed hia camping experience. The 
parent• a ratings were then compared with the leader' a ratings. 
To make this pouible the leader's l"atinga were prooeeaed a.s followa. 
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All of the 
were assembled. An "·amount 
at for eaoh criterion by 
ticn Chart ratings for the camper 
development estimate" wa1 arrived 
into consideration all of the 
criterion during the entire camp 
for each of the pertinent 
were aaked to rate on. A oompoai te 
the pertinent criteria, gave a 
of the camper's stay at camp. 
:ra tinge made for the partie 
season. An .,estimate'* was o 
criteria items that the pa 
of the "estimates," for each 
"general estimate" for the t 
Thus, the "estimate" of the A~~~~·~'• ratings made possible the 
comparison 
Similarly, the "general 
any overall development 
thus thia could be compared wi 
the parent. 
for the same criteria. 
" served as a general rating for 
Individual E\t&lua.tion Chart and 
the general rating g1 ven by 
The epeoifically chosen c teri& items (listed on page 62) 
which v;ere selected as were combined in suoh manner in 
different groupings eo that it wa.a mO&t lik•ly that the parents 
were in the beet position to " been able to make valid observa-
tion for the information The individual criteria items 
that were combined (pe.ge 62) ted in fi'Ve major categories and 
a general category. For 
question on the parents• schedule which was phrased 
so as to be moat similar the moat appropriate answer 
for, the particular oat4!1gory. The criteria 1tem.a in each of the 
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categories which correspond to the question on' t he schedule 
(pages lll-12) are ae fo·llows; 
Question ancl 
Category a 
2 
4 
5 
6 
1 
lndividUJi.l Criteria Items a 
2. New akille and interests 
3. New knowledge 
11. Vocational Developmentt 
12. Educational Developments 
4. Vfider Loyaltiea. 
7. Breakdown of Prejudices. 
9. SYl!lptona of n•ladjustment. 
5. Degree and r&nge of partici-
pation. 
6. Leaderahip 
a. Status in group. 
Compo•ite of all ratings mAde 
for categories 2 to 6 above. 
The· l1 berty of combining the four o ri teria i tema for the 
second category waa taken because· of the young age of the campers 
and the expx-eued opinions of leaders aa to the similarity of the 
faux- criteria items. 
The similarity of the criteria joined to form the third 
category and those joined to form the fifth category was also 
noted by Professor Bernatetn. 1 It seemed moat advisable to place 
the ninth individual criteria item as an individual category 
because it waa unique. One of the major coneideratione in all 
instanceo of combining criteria was the attempt to form the 
1 Bernstein, ~· cit., P• 17. 
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categories in suoh a manuel· that rould allow :fo1· the schedule 
question• to be const ruct d for easiest and most accurate 
answering by the camper• s pi rents. 
No weighting waa given to any of the categories when they were 
all combined to give the "composite" general rating of the child's 
development. The weighting that did :result boou.use of the different 
number of criteria included in each of the various categories seema 
to have been as good a result as might be hoped for. 
B. Findinga, Limita.tions, and Interpretations: 
Some of the limitations expeoted to be 1!';8t in this aspeot of 
the study have been noted in chapter one. During the time of 
1nterv1$W1ng parenta, several other possibilities for error 
presented themselves. The combined Uat of factora affecting 
the parent-leader correlation on rt. tinga for campers appears 
l. How muoh parent could remember about developments that may 
have occurred over eix months ago. The parent may alao have 
been influenced by the ouJ"rent behavior of the child. 
2. Manner 1n which · parent's attitude towards camp may have 
affected their answers to the aohedule questions. 
3. Degree of understanding of their child and child behaYior 
which would affect their evaluation• of obild development. 
4. Relationship which parent may have imagined existed between 
study and their child's chancea of being admitted to summer 
camp this year. 
5. Opportunities the.t pe.rents may have hH.d or taken to observe 
directly or indirec t l y any c hanges i n their child.. 
6 . The considerat ion of hew much. a chClnge of behavior 1n a par• 
ticular group situ•tion may bo refleoted in other situations . 
1. The aame lWtations would apply to correlations with pe.rent 1e 
ratinga aa t hose limitationa• relating to the leader. applied 
1n the correlations between leader's ratings and ratings 
based on reading his records. 2 
The t hird and fit'th H .'llitationa came up meet frequently and 
with adequate interpretation to the parents waa handled in most 
instances ao that their ratings were aa valid as possible. It 
may be noted that in · aevet"&l instances parents attempted to 
evaluat e the child's ·general development on the t.aia of any weight 
the child may have gained during the camp aeaaon. 
1'he "mean" average was found for the ten a eta of correlations 
between the parent's ra.t1nga and the Individual E..,..luation Chart 
ratings tor the oamper. The "mean" •verct.ge supplied .. more 
substantial basis upon which to make interpretations than the 
correlation& for each child alone would have done. The "meann 
average wa.a .found tor soh of t he :f'ive oategoriea and the "compo-
aitedtt general catego.ey, {Table IX, page 65 ). 
The lowest "m.ean" a.ven.ge correlation of · .10 for category 
three ea.n probably be attributed to the lack of opportunity which 
t he parents may have had, to observe their child in the particular 
======~======~~~~~~~v-5~~===================================#========== 
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TABLE VII 
BREAKOOWN OF RATINGS INVOLVED I N CORRElATION 
STUDY OF I NDIVIDUAL EVALUATION CHART RATINGS 
No. Question & Category Trenda • uMean" 
Average 
Correlation 
between 
Retro• Slight Great Parent•• Rat 
greesiot Statio Progren Progr•• ings & La·i-~ 
er'a Jfltings 
lA B 0 A B 0 A B c A B 6 
2 2. New aki lls and 
interest• l 2 0 6. 1 3 0 4_Q_ .30 
2 3. New Knowledge I 
2 11. Vocational 
I I devel . .La 
2 12. Educational I I 
developments I i I I I I 
3 4:. Wider loyaltiea l_ 2 0 7 2 1 1 0 60 .10 I 
3 
. 1 .. B~~~~re .. :r I 
I 
5 5. Degree & lange I I I I ot participation I I I 
9~ 1 6. Leaderahip 1 l l 1 4 9 3 0 4 1 .50 
. ' 
I 
6 8, Status in C:. "'"".t" 2 i O 3 2 ·. 1 l 0 3 2 .60 
14 9. Symptoms of mal• I 
I 
adjustment I 4 0 3 0 2 ~ 0 2 1 .so 
I I 
11 10. 11 Com:pos1ted" 
I 
General 1\B.ting l 2 1 5 l 2 0 . ~ 1 .40 
Separate Column Totala 10 7 8 24 7 12 0 a 5 
Gradation Column Totals 26 
-'3 26 
Peroent of Agreements 32% 28% 19% 
• Co~umn :A .. - ...eader•a Individual Ew.luation l;hart Hating • Column an - Parent•a Ra;ting. 
Column "C" -Agreement between Columna "A• and "B". 
. 
criteria item arNl.. In most instances c~ildren have thei-r 
regular group of i'r1endJS in the neir.;hborh.ood with whOJ!l. they 
always play ao that there would be little occasion for judgment 
on a "wi.der loyalty" basis. The bree.~down of parent's f\nd 
leader's ratinr,e (Table IX, page 65) shows that the parents 
n11de five ratings to none for the leaders (f'or category three) 
1n the "Great Progreutt column while the lenders made seven 
ratings in the •slight Progress" .column to only two ratinge made 
there by the parenta. The higher ratings by parents may be 
accounted for in that they probably interred that the chi.ld's 
very contact with other chi ldren in the day oamp constituted 
wider loyalties. A aim.ilar thought procea.s probably occ urred 
with the rating• parents :made for category two. 
Again, as occurred in the correlations between leader's 
ratings and ratinga on records. the greatest conoentl"'ltion of 
ratings waa in the "Statio" and "Slight Progress"' co lumns. 'l'he 
greatest peroentage of agreements •• a.ltQ in these two middle 
columns (Table IX, page 65 ). ln most insta.noea" wheJke the 
leader's rating did not agree with the parent's rating. the 
ratings were in adjoining columns. 
Th$ parent's g.rea.ter optimism than the lead era s.a to the 
oamper1 s general development etand.e out quite evidently • Yrith 
twenty•one ratings by the parents in "Great Progress" to only 
five ratings by the leaders. It is a que~Jtion, again. aa to 
es 
11W! e t her t he pi. rents w·cre too s enerou.:s i :n thflir re t i ngs, whet her 
the leaders expec t ed t oo much. and how mucil ar.y of the limita-
tions pNlvicualy noted operated i n t he situation . r.t 1~ likely 
that oomething fro1n each of ·bh.e postdble l imi t ations ent ered into 
t he resulting lotl •tgenera.l" c or r eh\tion. 
That the majority of ratings, t>ltl.de by b{.• th. :t.:e.rents and 
lenders. wore "Slight Prog 1·ea~ 11 or 11Greo.t l~rogroc an and t ha' no 
•• Retrogression" rati ngs were lllAdG is indicative of the value of 
the summer day camping experience for tho children charted. 
C • S'lli!liM ry a 
Certain criteria itenta on the Indiv·idual 'li\ro.luation Cha rt 
were combined to form catego1•ies ( pa ee 62.) The c ombining of 
itenl.S i nto categories was done ao t hat t he parents of campers 
would have been in the best position to have made valid obs e r-va• 
tions for the inforlllll.t1on :request ed. 'l'h.e criteria items combined 
Viere categorized according t o t he expreuions of similarity noted 
by l eu.d0 ... s u.:nd i n consideration oft he . age of t he oampar$a 
.A. number cf fac t ors see-.. n t o enter int o the parent-leader 
correlations on ra.tinga for campers. 'lhe memory o£ parent ... as 
ooncel"llS pouible developmen·t in their ohildi t he parents' degr ee 
of understanding of c hild behavior. a.nd t heir a ·t t itudes t owarda 
the camp are among the factors. 
The greater number of ttGree.t Prog resstt ratings by parents 
in comparison to the number o£ suoh ratings by leaders is notev;orthy. 
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The majority of favorable 111.ting;s macie by parents and by leaders 
seem to indicate the positive value of the day c~ping experience 
for the children charted. 
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A. Introduction: 
As a pioneer 1tudy in the pioneer field of evaluating group 
work by cha~te this investigation has met at least as many 
obstacles aa might be expected. It this study has indicated any-
thing, it must surely have called attention to how sorely needed 
is research in this area. 
The oom~rative newness of group work as a profession is one 
of the contributing factors to the lack of research and tho diffi-
culties involved in evalua.ti"'re res-.roh. 
On the positive aide, the recent vogue of ·surveys should 
serve to strengthen the desire :for evaluative studies to prove 
the worth of the agency's services. ·This :may vary, however, 
depending upon the conviction that the agency may have of its 
own value. 
With the prooeases and goals of group work still in the 
throes of formula.tive turmoil it is to be expected that evaluative 
research cannot at . the present stage look to a structured situation 
for hypotheal~ing and testing. EV&lua.tive reaea.roh 1a e. necessary 
and vital work. not only in ter.r!'.s of the development of these much 
needed tools themaelvea but as a clarifying foroe in this f'ormula-
tive proceaa. 
B. Summary of Findings and Interpretations a 
Listed below are abstncts of the tr..ajor findings and inter• 
• 
protations coming · out of t h is study. 
The suggested time interval for rat1nge waa u8ed; bi-monthly 
for the Individual, and Group Evaluation Charts and every two dAys 
for t h e ember's Group Contribution Chart. 
Leaders were left to detettnine, for the moat part, their &wn 
int erpretation• for criteria items and th•ir own verbal anchor 
points for the numerical scale on the Member'• Group Contribution 
Chart. 
Although the individuals and groups selected for charting 
depended upon which leaders "10lunteered, at leaat one group and 
(with one exception) one i ndividual waa charted for eaoh a ge 
bracket and for both sexes at the day camp. 
All ten leadera found t h e charts helpful in their work. 
'I'he Individual Evaluation Chart and the Group E.'w.lua.tion Chart 
were chosen aa moat helpful wh ile the 1amber'a Group Contribution 
Chart was the leaat -.-ell received. 
Meanings ot criteria items furnished by each leader were 
very limited, individually. 
Two-thirds of the leaders purpcted to have conatetently used 
the same meaning for criteria • 
While 80 per cent of the leaders claimed to have made weekly 
ratings relative to the previous week'a ratings, accumulated 
evidence doee not seem to support thia. 
Ei ghty per cent of the leaders apeoifically noted a lack of 
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understanding of methods for using the oharts. All the leaders 
requested further help along this line. 
The factors affecting t he correlation& between the orig.inal 
ratings of leaders a11d ·those based on a reading of' the group 
record area 
1. The rele'V&nt quantity and quality of recording upon whioh 
ratings had to be baaed. 
2. The agreement between raters aa to the methode of using 
the charta. 
3. The agreement between raters as to the meanings of criteria 
items. 
The great amount of disparity exieting in the above factors 
probably contributed to the generally low correlations between 
the leader' a ratings and the ratings made from reading the 
leader's group record. 
The leader• gave a great deal of •eight to the value of the 
oharts for the usea that oould be made of the oriteria items. 
The use of the charta for evaluative purpoaea often beoame a seoond-
ary rather than a primary purpose. 
The amount of understanding of child behavior and the amount 
of oonta.ot with the child seem to have been major factors influ-
encing the validity w1 th which parent. could make rating• on their 
child's development. 
c. Conclusion: 
There appeara to be a place for the use of charts as 
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'f.nf>tramenta for flVt". lv.a. t.ion t~ nd sta ff develcpm~nt i n a grou.p work 
tet tlng. The cherts t hr. t t'h:ls s tudy wa s concerned ·w·ith, E'.nd t h e 
study itc:E:·l.f, onl~r scr~.teh t h e s u rface of th . work that N~;:r,_nir.r; 
t ·o be don E, in tld.s £· rea. 
As noted. the present [;tt!.ge of deTelopment or: thE:: group work 
field 1te;elf' vrill b e· on() of t he (lbstaelf)s enecuntered in e;vnluative 
resee.:rch .; The ne6d f'or co:mm.on agreement as to the goals ar.td 
objectiveto • so as to formu:l~.te c;riteria accordingly • b strikingly 
conspicuous .• l 
In a very &t::all way. t his t1tudy indioated the relationship 
between group work skill ( .t'ecox·ding. meaning of criteria) and 
correlatiot!!l for ratings. This further poi nts out the need of 
rese·etrch to p:r·ovide means for better CO!ll!llcn agreement in tenus 
of use of t h e charts and t he criteria th£:t't1n. 
Further understanding of' their · ohild'e behavior • among other 
factors, is a necessary prerequisite for obtaining valid ratings 
f!-orr, ~, rents on their ohild's development~ This indicates a need 
for interpretation on the part of t'esearchere wishing to use this 
source at'! a check upon leader's ratings. It also indioates an 
area i.n wh ich much work must be done by aooial ag~iea like group 
'V)v rk a g ene iea. 
D. Recommendations s 
Some of the recommendations that emerge from this study may 
l Margaret Blenkner, "Obstacles to E'V8.luative Research:. 
Part II.'t Social Case work, Maro~,; 1960. p. 97. 
be oonsid&red &l! eelt-evident. 
Such help the. t was indic ted as desired in the que$t1onnaire 
retu rns should b provided. ?nie includes the orientation to 
leaders, explanations of criteria, anchor points for Member's 
Group Contribution Chart, and discus8ion of oharte with supervisor. 
The l&tter point suggests the nec essity for supervisors to be 
thoroughly familiar 1d th the use of the oht.1. rta o.s well as how the 
charts should be used as pa.rt of t he eup erviecry prooeu. 
It vo uld be well lf use of the che.rts is dieeuseed o.t the 
time that leaders are inf'ol'm.ed as t o me.t is expected or them. 
This would eliminate any possibi lities of leaders feelir~ pres-
sured into volunteering f or t t a.t a b te1" date. The use of the 
charts as an aid to leaders in t heir workJ as an integral part 
of supervision, and as means of reae&rch ahould be made olear. 
If the basis for making ratings is to be relAtive to the 
ratings made for the ii'Jllnediately preceding period the oharte 
.filled out .for the period should moat oert.inly be kept available 
to the leader. 
In view o.f the difficulties encountered in the use of the 
charts certain major revisions of the struoture and use of the 
Individual E't'&luation and Group Evaluation Charta are recommended. 
The present scale o.f gradations is intended for ratings 
made on a relative baaia. As such, thb doea not allow for an 
initial ttabeolute" rating to be made unless it ia interpreted 
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i n terms of the "relative" oriented gradations. The validity of 
such a procedure is open to serious que£tion . For example. could 
a rating of "Blight Progress" validly be made for an initial rating 
which wa1 translated from. say, "above averli.ge11 on the t.beolute 
basis that the initial ratin ; neceuarily had to be made on? 
If this were done., however., in etf'ect it would mean that 
later rating• are relative, not only to the last ratings for the 
group or individual, but are also relative to the initial "absolute" 
rating upon which the future "relative11 rating• hAve been based •. 
For example, an initi&l rating 1a made for "Soci.&l reapoMibility 
to community.• At the period for t he rating the group had. been 
visiting public musuems and parke and had dbplayed a. good deal of 
eoneidoration in oaring for the p:toperty, for example, not finger-
marking mueuem objeot•J not destroying treee and gran. On this 
basis tlley are given an initial rating of "Slight Progress." 
The group then makee no further progrees for this criterion. 
They continue visiting public places and continue to reapect 
property but do nothing more than thie tha. t would merit a higher 
rating: for the criteria. The second rating 1e entered, then, ae 
"Statio."· Thil "Station 1• intended to mean that the group has 
not progressed any further relative to the •slight Prolreas" 
rating for the firat period. The trend of the group for this 
criterion h ttstatio .... 
It also means, however~ that the group has remained "Statio" 
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relative to the 11abaolute" standard upOn 1lh ich the initial rating 
had to be based. t'ne "absolut&11 standard in thia case was t hat 
"considen.tion for public property" was the equiulent of what 
could be translated into "Slight P:rogresalt on a scale constructed 
for making ratings relu.ti·.re to the group'• own developmEint. 
r'uture ratings for this criterion would have t.ne same dual 
relation of being direc t ly .relatiYe to a previoua week's rating 
and indirectly relatiYe to the initial "absol.ute1' rating. This 
mixing of an initial i"irat rating neceuarily mad in relati.o.n to 
an nabsolute" standard, wi·ch later nrelAtive" ratinga can result 
i n much coruplioation. W'nat is t h e proceea invol-ved in this en·tire 
procedure? 
By :r:~&king a ra.ting of t'Slight Progreu" for the first period. 
t lle leader ia actually going through the thought prcceu and 
saying in effect nthi.s group is at auch a level at the time of 
this first per1od.tt Thia "auchu le.,.l haabeen deaorib•d in te:r.ma 
of the group having consideration for publio property. ':aut what 
is this "abaolute" ratin€; , concerning ,.such" level, based upon? 
It ma y be baaed upon some conception which the leader haa of where 
the "average" group ahould be. It may also be baaed upon where this 
group should be as related to its own partioul&r potentialities. 
limitations, and the like. A third be.ais could be that of a 
definite level the leader has set up tor the g~up to reach, this 
level being a standard one that the· lAder applies to all groups 
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irreap~ti ve of their present level or their posaibilitiea for 
future devel opment. 
In nny case, each t i me a rat ing is made, thcugh it be rela• 
t hre t<,~ the pr evious week's ra:~;tng . it is ultimately relativE! 
to a n '1ab&olute"' standard of where t he group should be. It appeara 
advisable th•n, to have all rat.i ngs ma.d.e i n relation to an "absolute" 
standar d. Of the t h ree standar ds last noted• dra•ing up oriterilil. 
i n t erms of what is the ~normt• for· the group cr individual se~ 
to have certain advantages. 
Es t ablishing •~normn f .or g l'oups or indi vidtli.ls up.on whioh 
r&. t ings can be based• 
1. Gives leadera aomething uefinite to taae their ratings upon. 
:aa·t inge o£ all leaders are "standardbed" and "eomparablen 
i n the same milieu. 
2. Provides lE~&ders with their r eque4ted information as to what 
t\norn•l'* behavior is for t heir group and member~. This should 
p1~omote a better underatandi~ of' the group a.nd individual 
and conaequently improve t he. quality of wo;rk. 
3. Assuree that ratings will consistently be made on the same 
basis, elim1ne.t1ng any danger of changing interpre.to.tions of 
ct·i te:ria. Where no set buis is provided the leader has to 
make evaluations be.1ed upon some vague conception ho ma.y k.eep 
in hie mind. "Oonsideratio.n of public property• :11t:\y mean 
uslight Progress" or an arbitrary numerical quantity of plus 
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five. Several weeka lat er t he lea der oonscioualy or un-
conecioualy may change his ·s t andards ao that "consideration 
of' public property'' b equated with " Static" or aero~ and 
"organi&ing to reduce the price o£ lollipop•" ia aeaigned 
a "Slight Progreu" or plus five value. Any validity that 
the entire sequence of charta may have had 18 deatroyed. 
4. Eliminate• many of t he di1f'ficultiee that were deacribeci ae 
being connected with gradation• prepared for trenda. The 
problems of the use of' "Statio'' and "1i.etrogreaaion" would 
no longer be p.reaent on a scale prepared for ~abto.lute• 
rat inga. 
5 . Allows for obaervat1on oi' t he development of the group or 
indirldual in a more direct .fashion. Where rating• are Jr.ade 
in relation to the previous week an entire set of charta 
>'oul d have to be gone over to see if the group or individual 
was making progreu. ThiS would be neceuary because each 
s ingle chart indicates t he development for only one short 
t ime period. "Adding" t he progresa ratinga from each of 
the tingle charta would give the total amount of progreea 
made. 
Where rating• are made i n relation to a "norm: however, 
a. check between the i nitial rating and the ourrent rating 
would imlltediately reveal any progress that the group or 
individual may have had. 
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6. Allows .for judgment as to t he importance and significance 
of particular. developments i n the group or individual. For 
example. in a ~articular instance it may be a more striking 
showing i.f a group that w&l i'a.v•rage" in. some criteria 
develops 11a.bove average,." than if a group ,.below average" 
reaohea the "average." 
The P" oblem of determining "norms .. is alwaye regarded with 
the greatest reservation. and this is rightly so. 'I'Jhether or 
not an "average,. arrived at is absolutely typical or not is not 
a seriou.s matter for the purpose here. The absolu·ce standard 
mi ght ju6t as well be that of the particult.r level we would 
idealistically like to see the group or indi'tl'idual approach. 
Here too, however. if we retain some realism, in many instancea 
1 t probably should not be too distant from the navera.ge. n The 
major factor in all this is that a constant standard 1e provided 
upon Vlhich ratings oan be eased. 
A second problem is the fear of the uae, o:r rather miaW!Ie, 
of "norma." It chart• based upon "norms" were to be indiscrim-
inately used, some violations ot good group work prinoiplea 
might well be expected. The use of "norm" for purpoaes of analy-
sis should alwaya be tempered with the greatest concern for the 
differences in the particular situation. As a standard .for rating. 
the advantages enumerated for nnorms" still stand soundly. 
How then oan these "norms" be arrived at and how should they 
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be aet up? The "norma" should be aa nearly typical of the behavior 
found in the various a gencies and settings where the charts would 
be used. It follows then that samples of what is considered 
"averageu should be derived from these sources. The aamplee thua 
obtained ahould be gone t hrough to find those points of common 
a greement from which will emerge the final composite of the "norm." 
The gradation columna ma.y be numerically or verbally headed 
and the choice of the beet can be determined by tri•l• Numbers 
JtAy allow for greater objectivi ty and words may •llow for greater 
clarity. Doty ayatema ha'" their assets and liabilities. A 
numerical aoale aeema to allow for a wider range of ratings than 
a verbal aoale on which a limited number of column headings can 
be checked. On the other hand, a verbal oheclc•off scale would 
faeili'tate computation of oorrelatione more ao than a numerical 
scale having a large diversity of ratings. 
A suggestion for a numerical scale would be a mid-point of 
zer o for the "average" and a plus and minus range for above and 
below "average" respectively. A verbal scale might be constructed 
·.vi th "norm" as the mid•point and "above norm" and "below norm" 
aa the other rating pou.ibili ties, The tta.bove nol".ln" and "below 
norm" gradations might be further broken down by "•lightly" and 
'g-reatly ." It would be well to have anchoring illustrations, tor 
a point below and for a point above the norm, in whichever aystem 
is used. 
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I t may b e expected t hat i t will lle f ound again , :i.u c hecking 
the use of tho char ts, t hat t her e i z a c o1•relAt ion b etween group 
work skill and t'b,e quality of rating . Thi:l does not mean t hat 
·t h e c harts oan necess a r ily be uaod on l y by high calibre lea.Jers, 
but t hat better reau ltiS LlllY be expected with t hero, f or time ex-
pended , than wi th l en ski ll -d leaders. Possibly a simple scale 
of ttmovement" may prove desirable f or less a.ble leaders. This 
scale :mi ght have three gradat iOllB of movementJ ~none~ .. negative," 
and upoaitive. " It would not be a :measuring devi ce of any degr e e 
of movement but would serve t o call the leader's a t t ention to 
:manif estation• of t h e crit eri a a nd would fulfill many of the 
purpoaes enun1erat ed as desired by t he leaders in thie study. 
Th e degree of value derived from t h e use of the charts for 
leaders at all levela will 'Ve.r-J 'Wit h t he degree to which it is 
us ed as ~n i ntegral pa rt of supervision, cloaely linked with 
recording . Suoh procedure can prove to be a val•ble ata.f'f 
t raining teohn1que. 
A reconaideration of t he crit eria items would be well taken. 
This can be done 1il. the light of t he 1ndicat1ona from t his study 
a nd i n the eame :manner in which t h e "nonn" standard• for criteria 
items (upon which ratings can be baaed) would be obtained. Certain 
oombini ng . restating , and possibly addin{!.; of' new criteria items 
seem neoeuary. The use t hat leaders made of the criteria items. 
and t h e notations made by leaders in this connection, suggests t h e 
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revisions of criteria i terns indicated on the "compe,r.iaon charts" 
on page-s84 and 85. It should be borne in mind that the reoom-
mendations are based en the small rsampling of the ten leaders 
involved in this study. lt is also important to r•ember that 
the leaders' views on criteria were expreesed without ben~tit 
of the explanations of criteria offered in Professor Dentetein's 
pe.mphlet.2 
The overlapping of' " jlder liorbonstt and "Enriched Interests" 
on the Group E-valuation Chart was a lao noted by Professor Bernstein. 3 
a similar relationship was noted by him in the case of "Group 
Thinking" and ''Cooperative Pl4l.nning .. "4 11 Decreasing lleed of Leader11 
is om:l.ted because even as Professor Beruetein noted.,5 it seems to 
be reflected in all of the criteria that come before it. 
Ou the Individual Evaluation Chart a tero leaders noted the 
similarity between "New Skills and Interests •"' "New Knowledge.'' 
"Vocational Developments, 11 a nd nEducationSLl Developments." The 
· t·.:-ri t er believes that the inclusion. in this grouping, of the laat 
2 Bernstein, ..2f_• ~- PP• 9•20. 
3 Ibid•• P• 10, 11. 
-
4 Ibid., P• 12•13. 
5 Ibid • ., P• 14. 
-
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two criteria ia due to the a ge of t h e campers. The first two 
criteria, and the last two criteria were each combined, there-
fore, to form two separate crit erion for the criteria revision 
on page 84 • "Breakdown of Prejudi ces" was eliminated without 
adding it to "Wider Loye.lties" which aeem.ed to be a more inclusive 
ter,m. "Health was omitted on t he grounds that this was a matter 
o:f concern and interest for leaders rather than a part of the 
group work prooeas. 
This final set of criteria can probably 'be arrived at best 
by compoaiting auggestions for crit eria from a number of the 
a gencies where they may be used. 
the "norm11 for rating of' criteria items will have to be 
broken -down for the ftrious age groups. This oan probably be done 
along t he linea of the arbitrary age bracket• aet up by the a gen-
ciesJ for example, Juniors, Teen Agers, Seniora, and the like. 
I f obs t aclee are to be looked for, thb process can res ult in 
a 11 reductio ad ab1urdum" type or operation. "Norma• for each 
aex; f or different seotions of the country, and ao forth, may be 
reques t ed. Enough oomm.on elements oan be found in the major a ge 
divisions to arriTe as. "norms" for them that 'rill be typical for 
most of the group• or individuals in t he particular a ge division . 
I t should be borne in mind that even in those oaeea where the 
"norm" is not typical it s t ill offers t he important advantages 
deri ved from a standard baais upon which ratings oan be made. 
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It is clear then., that with proper adaptation, the charts should 
be usable for all ages. 
Ther€ are eome e.djtUJtments that have to b., ll"..&de when using 
acts e-f standards for different age groups.. Vf'here standa:rde 
for diff'trent age brackets exist·., , adjustments are neoeuary when 
t h e basis for :making rating$ ohangea from one standard to another. 
This adjustment can be m1nimbed if the standards ar-e so set up 
that they resemble as closely a.s poeeible, the actual develoP-
ment t hat occurs. For illust ration; a portion of what might be 
included in an "averagen $t andard for "Social respon·aibil1ty to 
community" will be viewed. A part of the .. expected norm" set up 
for t his criterbn. for children of junior a ge, might be "considera-
tion of public property." For "teen agera" this standard might 
partially be composed of a ret'erenoe to •community service - like 
collecting for the community fund. n 
The criterion for "Social responsibility to community •" in 
the next a,.ge bracket h not a separate IJ&t of standards, however, 
but is rather composed of additional criteria to those in the 
lower a ge bracket•. Nol"'ll$.1 development occurs in thia way and it 
would be unrealiatio to have the stan.® res set up otherwise. Thus • 
the taking on of reapons.ibility for "community service" does not 
mean t hat "respect for public property" 1e no longer part of " Social 
responsibility to the oomtli.unity." In thia manner, the best 
continuity is achieved when the basis tor ra.t1ng8 is changed from 
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COJIPARISON CHART FOR INDIVIDUAL CRITERIA 
Present Criteria 
INDIVIDUAL CRITERIA 
l. Attendance 
2. New akille and 
1ntereata 
3. New Knowledge 
4. Wider Loyalties 
5. Degree & Range 
participation 
6. Leadership 
7, Breakdown of 
prejudices 
8. Statua in group 
9. Symptoms of 
maladjustment 
10. . Hea lth 
ll. Vocational 
deve-lopmente 
12. Bduca tional 
developm.enta 
of 
Revised Criteria 
1. Attendance 
2. New ekilll. interests and 
knowledge 
3. Wider loyalties 
4. Degree and range of 
participation 
5. Leadership 
6. Statua in group 
1. Symptoms of maladjustment 
8. Eduoa tional and Voea tiona 1 
development.. 
COMPARISON CHA RT FOR GR<1UP CRITERIA 
Present Criteria 
GROUP CRITERIA 
1.. Attendance 
2. Group Organbation 
3. Group Standards 
4. Wlder horbons 
5. Social responsibility: 
a. To ~ch other 
b. To agency 
c. To community 
7. Handling conflicts 
8. Leadership and 
participation 
9. Cooperative planning 
10. Group thinking 
11. Group loyalty and morale 
12. Acceptance~ of differences 
13. Decreasing need of leader 
ReTiaed Criteria 
1. Attendance 
2. Group organization and 
ilta.ndards 
3. Enriched interests and 
wider horizons 
4• Social responaibilityt 
a. To eaoh other 
b. To agency 
c • To o ommuni ty 
- -r 5. ffandling conflicts 
- 6. Leaderah1p and 
participation 
7. Group thinking 
8. Group loyalty and mo~le 
9. Acceptance of differences. 
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the s t a ndards of one El.ge brecket tc those of another. The prob• 
ltrJ!t of c.hanging of (ltandarde will he further mini!lliEed when judg-
ment is exerci•¢d e.t to bow eha.rp and inflexible the line between 
a ge bi ·~;.e;,~ets .should be. 
Tho problezr, juat disoui3sed would not• be present in the system 
measuring the group• a or individual's development relative to 
itself • sinoe starting with a definite base, "progress " from that 
point could be rated ad infinitum. It would be most difficult, 
however, to determine on thi.s r elative basis at what point the 
group or individual was in relation to where it might be expected 
to be. For example, a good deal of "Gr•.t Prof;re88n rated during 
a particular period might lea d t o the aasurr.ption thv.t the e; roup 
or i ndividual was a well advanced one. A be.lanoing out of 
np:rogreu" and "lack of progress,. may reveal that the ~toree.t 
Prog ress" is a compensation for laok of progress in the past and 
the group or individual is no i'ur·ther ad'VS.noed than might be 
expected. 
The rE:OOJ!lllendations ~'1.1·& submitted with a most humble 
appreciation of their lim.itations, some of which he.v(l been noted , 
others of whioh oan be thought of' • and still further o.nea that 
would probably appea:z:- if they v1ere adopted. 
'l'be assets and limitations of' the "norm" standard method 
of rating have been oo:mpared With the a.uets a nd limitations of 
a basis of ra.ting relative to ·the group (or individual) it2elt. 
Sf 
It remains in the province of' further re•earch to determine' which 
of t he methods provee best; under which conditions, and how the 
best features of each method may be incorporated in the final 
form. 
In aUJ~~~r~ary, then, it is reeomrumded that: 
1. A aoale of gradations should be developed that would allow 
:for ratings to be made in relation to a set standard of 
"norms." These "norms" can be arrived at through a composite 
of '\lhat is offered for the '•norma" by the agencies where the 
charta may be used. The type of scale to use, numerical or 
verbal, may alao be determined in this manner. 
2. A reconsideration of the criteria itema appears to be essen-
~ tial. It is suggested t hat a set of criteria be arrived at 
by oompositing the suggestions for criteria solicited from 
a number of agencies where the charta may be used. 
On the basis of the use made of the eri teria by leaders 
in thia study, and oth er material in thia study bearing on 
criteria a revised list of criteria was offered on pages 
84 and 85. 
3. A thorough orientation should be given to leaders and super-
visors using the charts. The assignment of the use of the 
charts should be included i 1;1 the initial discuaaion of job 
responsibilities. The orientation should include a thorough 
explanation o£ criteria itenJ.S, of ·the qse or the scale, and 
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of the use of "norms." lmchori.l'lg illustrationl!i for making 
ratings should be provided. 
4. Lea.d~ra should be oriented as to hew the charts should be 
used in conjunction with recording in the way that the 
criteria can serve as a basis for observation and recording. 
5. The role that supervision vfill play in the diacuasion of 
de'V"elopments in th~ group (and o£ individuals) according to 
the criteria, should be ~xplained. 
6. Under the conditions thus f'ar noted, it would aeem that the 
charte can be used with all types of leaders. The particular 
scale to use would problbly have to be adapted to the skill 
of' the lee.der. A scale t hat simply indicatea movement, or 
the lack of it, may prove workable for the least skilled 
leaders. The degree of validity and reliability comine from 
the use or the charta mAY be expected to vary (increasingly 
positive) with the skill of the leader. 
With an eye to the future, reae&roh ahould aim at 
developing charta that will help in determining what is being 
accomplished, the dgni.fioance in each oaae, and finally what 
can be predicted on the basis of all the factors involved. 
Apprond, 
Riohard K. Conant, Dean 
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APPENDIX 
BACKGIDUND OF LEADERS Il.\TVOLVED I N TillS S'l'UDY ACCOJIDING 
TO THE!R AGE, OCCUPATION • EDUOATimr AND EXPEF..IE.'NCE 
Leader One ~ 
Leader Two : 
Leader Threec 
Leader Four: 
Leader Five 1 
Leader Sixs 
Leader Seven: 
20 years Student Female 
Three years college - el~entary education. 
Day camp counselor one 8l.llmnEi:t'. Sunday 
School teacher for one year. Practice 
tea.ohing one t erm. Belonged t o two c lube. 
Took leadership training course. 
18 years Student F'emale 
One year college • speech and drama. 
Taught Sunday School. Junior counselor in 
day camp. Belonged to dramatic club. 
19 years Student Female 
One yea r college. 
Junior counselor in overnight camp. 
Took leadership training course. 
25 yea rs Physical Educntion Instructor Female 
B. S. i n Physical BdUQat ion. 
Phyeioal Educat ion instructor tor 7 to 9th 
grader s for one yea r. One year a nd tv1o summers 
phy1.1ioal education inetruotor tor college girls. 
Took leadership training course. 
20 years Student Female 
Three years college - education course. 
Taught Sunday School for three years. 
Leader in publie day playground for one summer. 
T~ok leadership training course. 
20 years Student Male 
Three years college ... pre•medical. 
Belonged to a friendship group. 
20 years Student Female 
Three years college - elementary education. 
Counselor in day oamp for two summers. 
Belonged to a friendahip group. 
Took leadership t raining oouree. 
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Leader Eightz 
Leader Nine; 
Lea<ler Tent 
18 years Student F'emale 
Entering oolloge. 
Junior ooun3elor for one lumrner. 
Club member and president for two years. 
26 years Student Male 
Bachelor of Science. 
Group leade r and pe.rt•t.irr~e group worker, 
for one yeal.'• 
23 y-.rs Gradunte Male 
D.S. i n Education. 
Junior CounaelQr for one summer. 
One semest er stu<lent teaching. 
BE>longed to several school societies. 
Dear (Leader' a Name) • 
Do you remember the Charts (see eno losed A, B • 0) that you 
filled out last summer when you worked at the Hecht House Summer 
Day Camp? 
These charts are now the subject of ttudy for a theais at 
the Boston University School of Social ¥fork. Your cooperation 
in filling out the enclosed questionnaire b earnestly reques ted. 
If any question is not clear please an .. er it to the best 
of your ability and make a notation of the difficulty, along with 
any other ooliDilents, under question ll ... Gener&l Commenta. You 
oe.n use the blank sides of the Questionnaire it more apace is 
needed. ln answering question a. the reverse aides of Charts A 
a.nd B oan be used for more writing apace if the criteria item 
that you are writing about is noted. 
~~en you complete the Questionnaire please wJil it with 
Charts A and B in the enclosed envelope. Please do not mail 
back Chart (C) and Chart (D.) It will be ainoerely appreciated 
i£ you would have your reply in the mail no later than Deoember a. 
l hope that filling out this Queationnaire will be aa 
interesting and enjoyable to you as it was to those who have 
already done so. The important contribution you are making to 
res.earch through taking part in this study ehould not be under-
estimated. Thanks for your participation. 
Sin.Oerely yours • 
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Leader's Questionnaire 
1. Were the oharts (aee enolo~ed A• B, C) helpful to you in 
ycur work at the day camp? Yea Nc 
If Yes, in what way? 
2. a. More apeoifically, was the Individual Evaluation 
Chart (A) of help to you in your work at the 
day camp? Yes No 
-
If Yes, in •hat w:ay? 
b.. Was the Group Eval~tion Chart (B) of help to you in 
your work at the day camp? Yea No 
-
If Yes, in what •y? 
c. \ as the Member's Group Contribution Chart (C) ot 
help to you in your work at the day camp? Yes No 
If yea .. i~ what W&y? 
3. .Please check columil8 to indicate of how much help chart was a 
NONE LITTLE MODE.RATE MUCH 
A. Individual Evaluation Chart 
B. Group Eva.lua tion Chart 
c. :Member's Group Contribution 
Chart 
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Notec Hereafter, "Charted mE:.qnber" v:ill mren that member on whom 
you used the Individual Evalua-
tion Charta. -
"non-chart ed men1ber" will mean . that met:'l.ber whom you did not 
rate on the Individual Evalua-
tion Charts. 
4. Please check whether uaing the Individual Evaluation Chart 
stimulated you to give less ; the same &mount , or 
· more , attention to "charted members" in comparison to 
11non~arted members." 
5. f{as it your experience that in filling out the Individual 
Evaluation Charta that you w re stimulated to give: 
a. leas attention to the 11 non•charted 
member•" 
b. greater attention to the nnon-oharted 
members" 
YES NO 
6. lank in order of helpi'ulness With your group, the :following 
items : (Uee number 1 for t he most helpful, and so on down. 
Omit ranking any item that was oi' no help.) Also omit rank• 
ing a nd encircle any item vnth which you were not in freq~ent 
enough contact to g ive it your fair consideration. For 
example, you r.ray not have had any time to do reading. 
_ Group Evaluation Chart (enclosed B) 
Hecht Houee oheok•of £ list i'or individual member• 
- ( encloaed D) . 
-
lndi vidua 1 Eva lue. tion Chart ( enc loa ed A) 
Member' 1 Group Contribution C~rt ( enclo•ed C) 
Pre-Season Training Course at Heoht Hou.ae 
~ 
Reading of 11tel"$.ture related to the work you were doing 
Summer Day Camp weekly unit conferences 
- -
-
Summer Day Camp weekly staff coni'erenoee 
-
Supervisory Conferences 
-
Writing of records 
, 
S7 
7. In a few sentences, indicat e what was your understanding of 
the purpose for using the charta (A, B, C.) Please write 
clearly. 
a. a. In a. few words, indic·ate YThat ee.ch of the criteria items 
meant to you. Use enclosed charts A and B, writing in the 
apace for ratings alongside each criteria item. Indicate 
which criteria items were not clear to you. 
-
b. Did you use t hr oughout the camp see.tJon th€ same interpre• 
tationa of t he criteria given in answer to que:~tion 8-a. 
above? Yes No 
-
If no, write on enclosed charta A and B,. next t o items 
whoee :Gl(:anings chane;ed what your other understanding of 
the criteria item v.ras . Indicate when this change t ook 
place. For example. on i tem a .... Status in the Group 
you might find •rn the 4th We•k of the •••on this came 
to mean what the over-all status of the member was in 
all group activities rather than rating "Great Progz•ess" 
'beCause of high stat u· :i.n one or two aotiviti.es without 
taking i:nto oousideration " Retrogression" in other 
activities of the g~oup.) 
9. ~ men filling out the charts did you have in mind as a basis 
for comparison :. · 
CHECK 
ONE: 
_ the p ... evioua l'teek• s rat ings ? 
_ the ratings given on the first chart 
filled out at the beginning of the summer? 
your sense of where t he g roup or individual 
- should be in their development? 
10. Do you feel that you had a good enough understanding of the 
purpose and methode for using the oharte to do as adequate a 
job as you could do? 
Yes No 
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It No, check those it ems be lou ;;hil'h you feel would have 
helped yous 
Ditlcussion of chart$ in s upervisory conferences. 
_ More thorough orientation e.nd follow up. 
Definite anchor point s (verbal explanation) for numbers 
- on Member• s Group Contribution Chart. 
Printed sheet of explanations of criteria item.e on the 
charts. 
11. General Comments s 
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'TADlli VIII. 
AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION OF Cill iPERS CEA.RTED ON INDIVIDUAL 
EVALUATION CIIA.RTS; DAY CAMP~ 1949 
Age of Camper sex Total 
(Years Old) Male Female 
5j- 5 3 8 
6 0 1 1 
7 2 2 4 
8 and 9 6 0 6 
10 to 11 2 6 8 
·- ·-Total 15 12 27 
TA.BLE IX. 
AGE DISTRIBU'l'lON OF G1iOUPS EVALUATED ON 
Gl\DUP EVALUAT ION CHARTS 
Age Br~oket of Group 
(Yeara Old) 
6 
7 
8 and 9 
10 to 11 
Number of Group• Charted 
2 
l 
2 
2 
2 
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LEADERS' S'l'ATE'MENTS ON "THE v;AYS IN vi'HICH THEY FOUND THE CHARTS TO 
HAVE BEEN HELPFUL TO THEM IN THEIR WORK" 
"They enAbhd me to see ·either progreu or retrogreuion in the 
charted and non-charted." If there •• great retrogreaeion it 
questioned the adequacy of my program." 
"The charts were definitely helpful in reoording trends. I was 
thinking more olee.rly and wae able to obtain a more composite 
picture. With this I felt better able to cope rationally with 
problems which aroae." 
"I oculd more easily reoognlte reasons for behavior and could 
c lfl9:rly see whether they profited by the SUl!IDler' s experience." 
ttThey helped me to see definitely on paper the progress I was 
making.. They showed me the criteria on which to concentrate where 
needed. Charts guided my planning ainoe my activitiea were baaed 
on the needs of the children and of the group." 
" They enabled :rne to establish criteria to e..aluate the benefit 
that a child derived from his group experience, and to establish 
some basis to evaluate my ability to aid the child in profiting 
from that experience. Th~r aided in giving an overall picture 
from the onset to the end. Some of the categoriea were insuf-
ficient einoe one had no basis as a starting point." 
"Charts were helpful aa a ;record to refer to the general attitudes 
of the child during his camp season. Helped me be more under• 
standing of the children and more objective in my c ouneelling." 
"Charta showed me traits to look for which 1 would otherwise have 
overlooked." 
"They aided me in seeing in what direction a member of the group 
was going." 
"I .had a written report to refer to, rather than only my accustomed 
mental note on children." 
"They brought out epeoif'io criteria to look for. These criteria 
could be goale to be achieved. These criteria served to guide 
selection of certain activities. Chart served to re-think certain 
objectives and evaluate them.. Charta helped to write group reoord." 
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L&i.DEBS ' STATEUENTB ON nm8 '!'fAYS I N WEICH THEY FOUND THE INDIVIDUAL 
EVALUATION CHARTS HELPfUL TO WEM" 
11 Chart enabled me to refer more clearly to the previous accomplish-
ments. behavior. · eto., of the child." 
"Same ree.eon as :for question one and aleo it gave direction to 
remedia 1 work." 
"It was interesting to note t he child'e development but it was hard 
to evaluate anything but :atriking differences in several of the 
topics." 
110ne could note progreu or ret:rogreuio.n and ot.tch the situation 
before it had developed too far." 
"It helped me to see the de-velopment of the individU&l child on 
definite criteria and to understand the peraonality of the child. tt 
"Helped me to understand the type of child I waa dealing with-
shy, gregarioua, etc. From t his aouroe I could have a closer 
relationship with the child •. '' 
"I was able to obtain an understanding of the child's personality 
which helped me in my attitude toward• her, and integrate it into 
the personality of the group." 
"Helped state objectives, select activities. evaluate both and 
development of individual. I could look :foJ' certain traits and 
see whether the individual moved along to a better personal 
adjustment. 11 
Note: 'Iwo leaders did not make any commenta on this question. 
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LEADERS STATI!~fE:NTS ON TI-IE YJAYS I N WHICH THEY FOUnD THE G:OOUP E;VALUATION 
CHARTS HEUFUL TO TI:lE)4 • 
"Bnabled me to see grea t progre$s in a very negative group." 
"It was only natural for me to consider the members of my group 
separately# they're being individual person~. The Group Evaluation 
Chart made me . able to regard t he group aa the important whole and 
to aubordina te when necessary t he poa i tion -of aome of ita memben." 
"It helped me to see progress of my group and understand reasons 
for suooees or failure on cel!!'tain criteria." 
"It wae helpful to 1how t he ~1ay the i ndividual improvement affected 
t he group behavior, etc." 
''The chart was of mo•t help i n otrva.luat1ng my work." 
"The chart helped me to see t he pro , reaa of the group. It pointed 
attention to plaoea in the prog ram which ehould be emphasized# eto." 
•The same as queetion 2-. wi th refer~noe to group. Helpful on 
its speoifio oritel"ia to look f'or certain objectives to be 
a ttElined." 
N'ote: Three lea.dera did not wake any eo:rnmente on t he question. 
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LEADEP.S 1 STATEMENTS ON ·mE 'NAYS I N Wl.IICH THEY FOU!m THE ltllllBER'S 
GIDUP CONTRI BUTION CHART HELPFUL 
it same reasons as 1 and 2, (questions)." 
11F.rom the patte:rn of behavior which. the child I charted followed-. 
I oould r ecognbe certain reasons and periodnrhen she wa.a most 
destructive and therefore could be prepared to dee.l with her 
a.cco rding ly." 
"I co\lld point out the stage o£ development of a group m8!lbt-r•'' 
"Again, it proved more beneficial than the memory." 
ttThis -.as or little help since it was to hard to decide the values 
to be given to various actions." 
nit waa more specific than the other charta in that it gave you 
a basis of llnAlya.d.ll•-an established criteria to which -one could 
cornpe.re the indi'Vidual." 
"It was an easy, clear method o:£' seeing the progretss of a child 
over a long period of time with important lines standing out." 
Note: Three leaders did not make any ooii'IIients on the question. 
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:RESPJHSES GIVE.'N .BY LEADERS AS TO TTIEIR UNDERSTANDING OF THE PURPOSE 
FOR USING THE CHARTS 
"To help with reeearch and to better underatand and deal with 
campers." 
"Helped me unde.rstand the problems which ariae 1n any group experi• 
enoe, the causes of these problema, and how to cope with them. 
They oalled my attention to individual proble~ and through solving 
these I improTed the group as a unit.• 
"The purpose is to make the leader fully aware of the potent1al1tiea 
of his g roup and individual members so that he may be able to 
effect a balance between the two." 
,.To have a record where we could clearly see the camper's progress 
as the weeks went by aa an i ndividual, and in relation to the group ... 
"I understood the ayetem to be i n the experimental stage. I was 
rather h&&y as to ita purpose. I came to bel~..ve that the charta 
were meant to check behavior patterns during a specific period of 
time." 
"To summarize the effectiveness of the camp program. 11 
"An experiment to see how suooessf'ul the charts could be in aiding 
the children and in aiding ourselves." 
"To .find out about progreu a nd to be able to collect specific data 
on achievement, result of oa.mp work." 
"To. see if group and indi'rldual evaluated were being helped by 
camp experience." 
.. I underatood it to be a voluntary job for special research. I 
wanted to do it because I thought it might help me in my underltand-
ing of the children." 
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ATTBNDANCE t 
"WEANING OF .GROUP CR!TBHlA ITEMS" AS :FURNISHED 
BY LEADERS 
"What word purports." " Number of timee preaent and reasons for 
absence." "Percentage over a week1·a ti111e." "Not very U1portant .• " 
"Overall attendance of group." "reports-daily" (Three leaders 
did not anawer.) 11 Interest and health." 
GROUP ORGANIZATION 1 
tta.bility to act aa e. unit'' "showed hannony fro111 aiding individuals" 
"ability to get together as a group" •how acted as a team" 
"~~hether the group organi~cd" "Ef'fect1'1reneaa of group plans" 
"ability to work together on a cooperative project" "ability of 
girls to beha.n as a group in activ1t1•i" 11How well group worked 
together" "Capability of doing together 11 
GROUP STArlDARDS t 
"Vlhat will be accepted taste" "General interest of group ae 
campers" "moral 'V1Lluea of the group" "Not olear. group'IJ 
attitude to+n.rd lying, stealing, etc." "efficiency of work" 
"establ1ehed by group itself" "In the eyea of the children" 
"ability to get along well together" "Same as 2tt ltLo~lty to 
group" 
VliDER HORIZONS s 
'•new interest." "development of child in selt-realbation" 
"New interests, ekilla, knowledge·" "accepted new activities and 
wanted to repeat them" "group ... unit-camp-community" "'Vision 
above immediate situation" "Synonymous with Enriched Interests" 
''Enlarging interests" "l.ooking; to future" 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITYs 
A. TO EACH OT!iER - "perso.:na.l, neceuary" "willingneaa to help 
those in group that 'Were slow to learn11 
"regard for each other's well-being11 "Consideration or rights 
and feelings of otheratt *'dealing with othersn "«to not touch what 
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does not belong to the.mtt "ability to respect each other" 
n loyalty" 
B. TO .IGE..'NCY - "loya 1 ty to other group•" "no a uch thiq; in .five ... 
yee.r-old children" "'recognition o.f agency and 
willingnen to be loyal" "take oare of toys" "dealings with 
agency11 "little or no chance to judge" "oontiden.tion of 
property o.f agenoyt' "non.,..O.estruotion o.f property" "spirit 
identific&tion" 
c. TO COWUNlTY - '*.family•seltless" 
"keep grasa olean" 
"recognition of relation to community" 
old children" "loyalty to group" 
ENRICHED INTERESTSt 
"dealings with community" 
,.attention in public plac•e 1' 
"no such thing in .fi•e•year-
"similar to wider hori&On$" t1s howed benefits of group experience'' 
ndeeper intereats in hobbies, ga.mesn "in activitiu with carry 
over" "group looked .forward more to .future evente" "not olear" 
••knQWledge gained 1n such way that group did not coneider it as 
learning" "same as wider horizona" 'Ianting to learn new activi-
ties" "curiosity expa.n$ion .. " 
HI\.NDLilm CO.NFLICTS a 
"good judgement" "ability to overcome contlicta without distur-
bance to entire group" "ability to act as a group in dealing 
With problEII'l8. without dissent" ttfrequenoy and intensity o.f 
conflicts" "Doea always resort to physical adjuttmentT" "took 
vote•very demooratic" "e.rbi.tration Y&J"IIUS steady f .ighting" 
"able to settle problema b'J themselve• rather than running to 
me" "showetl developntent of group emotionally" "attitudes of 
onlookers in dieputes between othersrt 
LF.ADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION; 
"Finding whioh children were leaders and in what ways th~ would 
also be .followers" "able to organize game, participate-initiative 
of group as a whole" "whether group developed own leaders, par• 
tioipation of individual members" ttDoea take lead in camp?" 
"evident" "active interest in group activitie•" '*ability of one 
camper to lead group and receive full participation from group" 
"willingneaa to give of oneself" 
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COO.PErill.TI VE PIAN1riNG t 
"thinkingfor future•a&tiafaction postponed" "participation or 
entire group in planning group activities" "planning good 
na.turedly one goal for g roup'' "Little distinction between thia 
and Acceptance of difi'e:rences't "all the members share in planning .. 
"'plan with two other groups tt "out-cooking , etc • tt tta, bili ty to 
plan a.etivity together after lltlking deoieion on choice" "not 
relevant to my a ge group'i "workint; ae a group" 
GROUP THINKING a 
"acceptance of law of majorityn "not rele~nt to my age group" 
"ability to think and aet a$ group" "wtu\t word purports" "what 
they thought about gamel, projeots, eto." "leTel of thoughttt 
ttconstantly changed in my mind, at times it meant g roup :standards, 
then group organir;ationu "thinking in term.e of group and i ts 
welfare" "did group 8how initiative" "'solutions-planning" 
G IDUP LOYALTY AND MO RA.LE; 
nawarenesa of another" "spirit, loyalty to group ae a whole" 
"spirit" "grew to know, like a.nd fight for their group" 
nappreoiation tor group, ability to get alont" "not rehva..nt 
to WJ' age group" "overlapping of group standards" 
.t\.CCEPTANCE OF DIFFERENCES; 
"showed in problem oase$n "aolc.nowledgement ot physical differenoea 
~nd overlooldng them and 1naking beat of things"' "deoreaaing 
prejudioe~·tolerance" "Children learned to accept fact that one 
child was a aliow-of'f and a.nother a tease" " .la.ok or leasening of 
superior f eelings" "presence or o.bsenoe of o liquet" ,.breakdown 
of prejudices a gainst individuale in gr oup" "broadminded.ness" 
DECREASING NEED OF LE:ADER t 
"Independence, leas censorshipu tt!Iaw well group worked along 
without instl"uctionn •ooneolida.tion with a group mind, ferr 
individual problems" "ability to function themaelvea in an 
orderly ID.Clnner" ,.can conduct o'Wn affairs" "could be left alone 
safely f'or ehort periods" "ability to decide by t hemselves some• 
times•sel:f'•reliance" "ability to act with a oa.ptain ohosen by 
themselves. n 
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STATUS IN G.OOUPa 
":~lEANINGS OF INDIVIDUAL CRITERIA ITE.VS" AS 
FURNISHED BY LEADERS 
«liked by others, popularity, chosen as pe.rtn•r" •popular, 
accepted by group, ~to.• "if oampen attitude had any effect 
on other members ot group" "ie she looked upon as an equal 
by the others, looked down upon, eto." "if other children 
regarded hixn as one of the group" "helped in analysing and 
finding problem children" tta.cceptance by others" "degree of 
acceptance by othera· in the group" "poa·ition in group..active, 
inaoti ve" "peraonali ty in relation to environment" 
Sll.dPTOMS OF MAL!DJUS TMENT 1 
"what were they-what were the effeota" "definite complexee" 
"noticeable non..,.coeptance by othe:m, linked to eta.tu. in group" 
"adaptability into the group, symptoma suoh as stuttering, 
thUlllb•suoking" "'not <.Jlearlt "physical or mental unbalance" 
"emotional instability" "reasons :for behavior of camper" 
"problema•phyeioal, bolation" "paaai'V11neaa, nervous over 
small natters, masturbation, belligerency" 
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UEJCHT HOUSE SUlvlMER DAY CAMP 
1949SEASON 
INDIVIDUl~L EVALUATION RECORD 
- - - - - - ~ -- - ~ 
DATE_~~--------------NAME AGE -SEX 
-------------------------------------- ~--~------- ~----------------
ADDRESS ____________________________ _ 
PARTICIPl.SION 
Jt.C 'riVI TY 
LIKES 
NC INTEREST MILD INTEREST LIKES VERY MUCH 
Water Activity 
Dramatics 
Arts & Crafts 
Hewspaper 
Nature 
A thl eti c s -Games 
J~us io 
- . 
. Jewish Matters 
Story Telling 
Ge.rdening 
Dancing 
l. AT Tl TUDES 
_ __..,__, -----
SUPBRIOR GOOD 
Cooperation-------
Sportsmanship ______ _ 
Sense of Rumor 
Friendliness 
Leadership 
Initiative 
Neatness 
-----
Reliability 
- - --- - lidaptabili ty 
Perseverance 
2. TIMIDITY Yes 
---
.AGGRESSIVENESS Yes 
---
OTimR 
PERSON.b.LITY 
Fi~IR POOH. 
____ __;Degree 
___ __;Degree 
____ ....;No 
No ____ .....; 
C Ol~TIVLEJ.iJT S 
/ 
-------------------~(~D~e-s_c_r~i~b-e~)----------------------------------
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HEC HT HOUSE SUivlhD:m Di.Y ClJ11P 
C OUN;:; f;LOR ' 0 S 1Thitvli.RY 
D~ scribe e.n actua l experi ence 
----------~--~----~-------------------------------
·-----·-·------'· --~-----.... - ---------~- ·------ -- ·--·---
(Si.gEo d )----------~-- - - ·-- ---·-· ·-··-
-- ----------
------------------------~-----·-
---------------------------~----------··-- --------
NA::vu~ 
-----------r--- - --·------·-- - · -------··- ·-.. -·· -·-
NAME 
---
INTERV:O.'WlNG SCEEDULE FOR PARENTS OF CAMPERS 
A study 18 being made of the ei'feota of a day camping 
experience tor children and it would be very much appreciated 11' 
you would help in this study by answering a ffiW veey simple 
questions. 
This study is separate and apart !'rom Hecht House and any 
information you give will be kept ab•olutely contidentil.l and used 
only as it relates to this study. 
Question 1. It is ree.Uz.ed t hat it is about eix months since 
(ohild•s name) attended day camp but as beet aa 
you can remember do you feel that (child's name} developed as 
a result of a tt•nding the day camp last summe,-? 
If ''Yes" • Would you say that this development wae alight or 
gre&t? 
lf 11 N'o" • Would you say that he remained the aame or got worse? 
Question 2. More speoi.f'ioally, would you ee.y that (ohild'a name) 
learned new things, and developed new ekilla and 
interests at the day camp? (Examples were given ae needed) 
If "Yes"· -now muoh? (Slight or Great .P:rogreae wae arrived at 
in this manner) 
If nNo11 - Did he lose interests and skills, etc., that he had . 
without gt.ining .new one~J ·? 
Question 3. More specifically, would you say the.t (child's name) 
made w.ny new friends and waa more willing to be 
with and play with different ch:Udr•n aa a result ot attending 
day camp? 
If "Yes" - How much? 
If " rrott - Wa• there a dec .rease? 
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Question 4. More specifically, would you say that (ohild*a. nam~) 
behavior improved generally as a reault of attending 
summer day oamp? (Examples we" given like; ee,ting habits, biting 
nails, crying or temper tantrums) 
If "Yes" -How muoh? 
If "No" - Did it become worse? 
Question 5. More apeoifica.lly, would you say that (oh:Ud's name) 
took a bigger part in helping games eo well• organi&• 
ing gamee, participating in gamee 1 aa a result of attending summer 
day camp? 
If' "Yes" - Bolt muoh? 
If "No" -A leseer part? 
Question 6. More apecitieally; would you say that (child's name) 
wae listened to more and desired more aa a playmate 
by hb friends, as a result ot attending summer day oMl.p? 
It "Yes" - How much? 
I:f "No" - Less? 
!TOTE ; Criteria items were mentioned to parents first and then each 
question was asked so that parents had. a good idea of what 
they were· being, aaked to rate upon. Examples of what waa being 
asked :!'or were given for each question. The "I£ Yea" and "If ... ~o" 
part o:f the questio.n waa asked as a check; upon the degreeJ tt·sught" 
or "Gree.t" which seemed indicated to the interviewer from the 
conversation. In some instances,. thereWlS no indication in the 
conversation and this Pf1rt of the question determined it. 
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